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ABSTRACT

Cayley Graphs (CGs) are a geometric representation of algebraic groups
that have been used as topologies of a wide variety of communication
networks, e.g. Processor Interconnection Networks (PINs), Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), Data Center Networks (DCNs), etc. The reason is
that their properties of node-transitivity, link-connectivity and low average distance between nodes enable high performance and robustness in
large-scale networks.
Most of communication networks, whose topologies are defined by CGs,
apply traditional routing schemes, such as the Valiant Routing and the
Universal Globally-Adaptive Load-balanced Routing (UGAL). These routing schemes employ topology-agnostic algorithms for path computation, such as
the Bellman-Ford and Dijsktra algorithms. These algorithms receive the
whole graph as input, which results in high space and time complexity for
the routing schemes using them.
In contrast, routing schemes and path computation algorithms dedicated to CGs have been designed to achieve low space and time complexity
taking advantage of the aforementioned properties of CGs. These proposals can be classified into: 1) generic, i.e. that works on several families of
CGs; and 2) specialized on a family of CGs. The challenge of achieving low
time and space complexity is major for generic proposals as they must
work on CGs with different topological structures.
Recent proposals in this direction include generic algorithms for computing the shortest path, the minimal paths and the disjoint paths. However, a thorough search of the relevant literature did not yield any generic
algorithm for computing the K-shortest paths, which is fundamental to
design routing schemes that provide path diversity and fault-tolerance.
Thereby the state of the art on routing schemes includes deterministic proposals and just only one fault-tolerant proposal, which does not provide
minimal routing and does not guarantee packet delivery.
This Thesis focuses on the problem of generic routing in CGs. The problem is analyzed from the Automatic Group Theory (AGT). The fundamental idea of the AGT is that the structure of every finite (and some infinite)
CG can be encoded in a set of Finite State Automata (FSA) called ShortLex
Automatic Structure (SAS). For a CG with diameter DΓ , it has been proved
that the shortest path problem can be solved in time O(D2Γ ) using its related SAS.
In this research work, word-processing techniques are used together
with SASs to design low complexity algorithms for computing: the shortest path, the minimal paths, the paths of bounded length, the K-shortest
paths, the disjoint paths, and the shortest path avoiding a set of nodes and
links. Based on these algorithms, it is proposed a generic routing scheme
that has low time and space complexity; guarantees packet delivery; and
provides minimal routing, path diversity and fault-tolerance.
The routing scheme and path computation algorithms proposed are
evaluated through a complexity analysis and a comparison with the state
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of the art on generic routing for CGs. The contributions of this Thesis also
include a theoretical framework to study and solve problems related to
path computation and routing in CGs from an approach of word processing, and an analysis of the topological properties of CGs and their impact
on the performance and robustness of networks that use them as topology.

RESUMEN

Los grafos de Cayley (CG, por sus siglas en inglés) son una representación
geométrica de grupos algebraicos. Estos grafos han sido utilizados como
topologías de una gran variedad de redes de comunicaciones, tales como
redes de interconexión de procesadores, redes inalámbricas de sensores,
redes de centros de datos, etc. El motivo es que sus propiedades de transitividad de nodo, conectividad de enlace y baja distancia promedio entre
nodos hacen posible un alto desempeño y robustez en redes de gran escala.
La mayoría de la redes de comunicación, cuyas topologías son definidas
por CGs, utilizan esquemas de encaminamiento tradicionales, tales como
el Encaminamiento Valiant y el Encaminamiento Universal, Globalmente Adaptativo y con Balance de Carga. Estos esquemas de encaminamiento emplean
algoritmos de búsqueda de caminos que son agnósticos a la topología,
tales como los algoritmos de Dijkstra y Bellman-Ford. Estos algoritmos
reciben todo el grafo como entrada, lo que resulta en una alta complejidad de tiempo y espacio para los esquemas de encaminamiento que los
utilizan.
En contraste, se han diseñado esquemas de encaminamiento y algoritmos de búsqueda de caminos especificos para CGs, con el objetivo de lograr baja complejidad espacial y temporal mediante el aprovechamiento
de las (antes mencionadas) propiedades topológicas de los CGs. Estas propuestas pueden ser clasificadas en: 1) genéricas, es decir que funcionan en
varias familias de CGs; y 2) especializadas en una familia de CGs. El reto
de lograr baja complejidad espacial y temporal es mayor en el caso de propuestas genéricas, debido a que estas propuestas deben funcionar en CGs
con estructuras topológicas diferentes.
Trabajos recientes en esta dirección incluyen algoritmos genéricos para
la búsqueda de: el camino más corto, los caminos mínimos y los caminos
disjuntos. Sin embargo, después de una búsqueda exhaustiva de la literatura relevante, no se encontró ningún algoritmo genérico para la búsqueda de los K caminos más cortos, lo cual es fundamental para el diseño de
esquemas de encaminamiento que provean diversidad de caminos y tolerancia a fallos. En consecuencia, los de esquemas de encaminamiento
más modernos para CGs incluyen propuestas deterministas y sólo una
propuesta tolerante a fallos, la cual no provee encaminamiento mínimo
ni tampoco garantiza la entrega de paquetes.
Esta Tesis se enfoca en el problema de encaminamiento genérico en CGs.
El problema es analizado desde el punto de vista de la Teoría de Grupos
Automáticos (AGT, por sus siglas en inglés). La idea fundamental de la AGT
es que la estructura de todo CG finito (y algunos infinitos) puede ser codificada en un conjunto de Autómatas de Estados Finitos, dicho conjunto es
llamado Estructura Automática Lexicográficamente más Corta (SAS, por sus siglas en inglés). Para un CG con diámetro DΓ se ha probado que el problema
de encontrar el camino más corto puede ser resuelto en tiempo O(D2Γ ) si
se utiliza su respectiva SAS.
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En este trabajo de investigación se utilizan técnicas de procesamiento
de texto junto con SASs para diseñar algoritmos de baja complejidad que
encuentran: el camino más corto, los caminos mínimos, los caminos de
longitud limitada, los K caminos más cortos, los caminos disjuntos, y el
camino más corto que excluye un conjunto de nodos y enlaces. Con base en
estos algoritmos se ha propuesto un esquema de encaminamiento genérico
para CGs, el cual tiene baja complejidad espacial y temporal, garantiza la
entrega de paquetes, y provee: encaminamiento mínimo, diversidad de
caminos y tolerancia a fallos.
Tanto el esquema de encaminamiento como los algoritmos de búsqueda
de caminos propuestos son evaluados mediante un análisis de complejidad y una comparación con las propuestas más modernas de encaminamiento genérico para CGs. Las contribuciones de esta Tesis también incluyen un marco teórico para estudiar y resolver problemas relacionados
con la búsqueda de caminos y encaminamiento en CGs desde un enfoque
de procesamiento de texto, y un análisis de las propiedades topológicas
de los CGs y su impacto en el desempeño y la robustez de las redes que
los utilizan como topología.

RESUM

Els grafs de Cayley (CG, per les seves sigles en anglès) són una representació geomètrica de grups algebraics. Aquests grafs han estat utilitzats
com topologies d’una gran varietat de xarxes de comunicacions, com ara
xarxes d’interconnexió de processadors, xarxes inalàmbriques de sensors,
xarxes de centres de dades, etc. Això és principalment per les seves propietats de transitivitat de node, connectivitat d’enllaç i baixa distància mitjana entre nodes que fan que xarxes de mides molt grans tinguin un bon
rendiment i siguin robustes.
La majoria de xarxes de, comunicació amb topologies definides per
CGs, utilitzen esquemes d’encaminament tradicionals, com ara l’ Encaminament Valiant i l’Encaminament Universal, Globalment A-daptatiu i amb
Balanç de Càrrega. Aquests esquemes d’encaminament utilitzen algoritmes
de cerca de camins que són agnòstics a la topologia com ara els algoritmes
de Dijkstra i Bellman-Ford. Aquests reben tot el graf com a entrada, el
que resulta en una alta complexitat en temps i espai per als esquemes
d’encaminament que els utilitzen.
Per contra, s’han dissenyat esquemes d’encaminament i algoritmes de
cerca de camins específics per a CGs, amb l’objectiu d’aconseguir baixa
complexitat de espai i temporal mitjançant l’aprofitament de les (abans esmentades) propietats topològiques dels CGs. Aquestes propostes es poden
classificar en: 1) genèriques, és a dir, que funcionen en diverses famílies
de CGs; i 2) especialitzades en una família de CGs. El repte d’aconseguir
baixa complexitat de espai i temporal és més gran en el cas de propostes
genèriques, atès que aquestes propostes han de funcionar en CGs amb estructures topològiques diferents.
Treballs recents en aquesta direcció inclouen algoritmes genèrics per a
la cerca de: el camí més curt, els camins mínims i els camins disjunts. No
obstant, després d’una recerca exhaustiva de la literatura rellevant, no es
va trobar cap algoritme genèric per a la recerca dels K camins més curts, la
qual cosa és fonamental per al disseny d’esquemes d’encaminament que
proveeixin diversitat de camins i tolerància a fallades. En conseqüència,
els esquemes d’encaminament més moderns inclouen propostes deterministes i tan sols una proposta tolerant a fallades, la qual no proveeix encaminament mínim ni tampoc garanteix el lliurament de paquets.
Aquesta Tesi està enfocada al problema d’encaminament genèric en CGs.
El problema és analitzat des del punt de vista de la Teoria de Grups Automàtics (AGT, per les seves sigles en anglès). La idea fonamental de la AGT
és que l’estructura de tot CG finit (i alguns infinits) pot ser codificada en
un conjunt d’Autòmats d’Estats Finits, aquest conjunt és anomenat Estructura Automàtica Lexicogràficament més Curta (SAS, per les seves sigles en
anglès). Per a un CG amb diàmetre DΓ s’ha provat que el problema de
trobar el camí més curt pot ser resolt en temps O(DΓ ) si s’utilitza la seva
respectiva SAS.
En aquest treball d’investigació s’utilitzen tècniques de processament
de text junt amb SASs per a dissenyar algoritmes de baixa complexitat que
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trobin: el camí més curt, els camins mínims, els camins de longitud limitada, els K camins més curts, els camins disjunts, i el camí més curt que
exclou un conjunt de nodes i enllaços. Amb base a aquests algoritmes s’ha
proposat un esquema d’encaminament genèric per a CGs que té baixa complexitat de espai i temporal, garanteix el lliurament de paquets, i proveeix:
encaminament mínim, diversitat de camins i tolerància a fallades.
Tant l’esquema d’encaminament com els algoritmes de cerca de camins
propossats són avaluats mitjançant una anàlisi de complexitat i una comparació amb les propostes més modernes en encaminament genèric per a
CGs. Les contribucions d’aquesta Tesi també inclouen un marc teòric per
estudiar i resoldre problemes relacionats amb la cerca de camins i encaminament en CGs, des d’un enfocament de processament de text, i una anàlisi
de les propietats topològiques dels CGs i el seu impacte en el rendiment i
la robustesa de xarxes que els utilitzen com a topologia.

It is not only the question,
but the way you try to solve it.
— Maryam Mirzakhani

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

motivation

Since S. Akers introduced a group theoretic model for interconnection networks [1], Cayley Graphs (CGs) have been used as topologies of a wide variety of communication networks [2–6]. The reason is that the topological
properties of CGs enable high performance and robustness in large-scale
networks [7, 8]. Before proceeding to examine the topological properties
of CGs, it is necessary to give the formal definition of these graphs.
Let G be an algebraic group with a generating set S [9, Section 2.2]. Then
G has an associated CG, denoted by Γ (G, S). The set of vertices is given by
the set of group elements. Let g, h ∈ G, there is an edge from g to h if
and only if g · s = h for some s ∈ S. Cayley graphs can be classified into
families according to its related group and generating set. For instance,
consider the additive group Z2p = {(x, y) ∈ Z+ × Z+ : 0 6 x, y < p}
with generating set S = {(1, 0), (0, 1)}. The group operation is the addition
module p. A member of the family of CGs of the additive group Z2p with
generating set S = {(1, 0), (0, 1)} is shown in Figure 1. Note that CGs are
regular graphs, i.e. nodes have the same number of edges.
The three key topological properties of CGs that enable high performance and robustness in communication networks are:
1) Node-transitivity. Roughly speaking, all the nodes of a node-transitive graph have the same perspective of the whole graph. Then nodes
can not been distinguished each other with respect to their position
in the network, which allows the design of simple communication
protocols.
2) Link-connectivity. It is a consequence of the node-transitivity and
refers to the minimal number of links that must be removed to
disconnect the network. Then high link-connectivity allows faulttolerance for random link failures. Cayley graphs have the maximum possible value of link-connectivity for regular graphs. In addition, several CGs have also the maximum possible value of nodeconnectivity [7].
3) Low average distance. An important issue in the design of network
topologies is to connect the maximum number of nodes while keeping low average distance between them and thus low latency. For
regular networks, the well-known Moore bound states the minimum
value of average distance for a given number of nodes [10, Theorem
10.1]. Several CGs used as topologies of communication networks satisfy such bound [7].
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Figure 1: Cayley graph of the additive group Z23 with generating set S =
{(1, 0), (0, 1)}.

Most of communication networks, whose topology is a CG, apply traditional routing schemes [11, 12] that apply topology-agnostic algorithms for
path computation [13, 14]. It results in high space and time complexity due
to such algorithms take the whole graph as input. In contrast, routing proposals dedicated to CGs can be designed to achieve low memory and time
requirements taking advantage of the topological properties of CGs. These
proposals can be classified into: 1) generic, and 2) specialized on a family of CGs. The challenge of achieving low time and space requirements
is major for generic proposals as they must work on CGs with different
topological structure.
Recent generic proposals of routing in CGs include deterministic routing
schemes [1, 15] and a fault-tolerant routing scheme [16], which does not
guarantee packet delivery. In addition, algorithms for computing the minimal paths [17] and the vertex-disjoint [18] has been proposed. However,
a thorough search of the relevant literature did not yield any generic algorithm for computing the K-shortest paths, which is fundamental to design
routing schemes that provide path diversity and fault-tolerance. This Thesis focuses on the problem of generic routing in CG with the aim of designing a routing scheme that guarantees packet delivery and provides path diversity and fault-tolerance by applying path computation algorithms with
low time and space requirements.
1.2

problem statement

This section presents basic definitions of routing in general and routing in
CGs. Further details about network and routing models can be found in
[19].

1.2 problem statement

1.2.1

The network model

Consider a point-to-point communication network, its arrangement of nodes and links is called topology. A network topology can be described by a
graph G = (V, E), where vertices V(G) represent the nodes of the network
and edges E(G) the links between nodes. Each node u ∈ V(G) has deg(u)
ports numbered from 1 to deg(u), which connect the links of u as it is
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The node u and the links (u, w) and (u, v) that connect it to nodes w and
v, respectively. In undirected graphs, (u, w) = (w, u) for every (u, w) ∈
E(G)

.

1.2.2 Routing basics
1.2.2.1 The routing scheme model
The routing process consists in finding a path between a (source) node to
another (destination) node in order to deliver messages from the source
node to the destination node. In this Thesis, it is considered the routing
method called store and forward, which forwards messages from the source
node to the destination node through a chain of intermediate nodes. Each
of them stores the message and decides through which link each message
is forwarded.
In general, a routing scheme consists of:
1) Routing information. It can be routing tables that assign output
ports to destination nodes, and/or data structures storing details of
the state or structure of the network.
2) Forwarding protocols. They are mechanisms responsible for delivering and forwarding messages. They uses the routing information
and algorithms to compute the message headers and to decide which
is next node in the path.
The forwarding protocols work in source and intermediate nodes as
follows. First, a routing scheme requires that nodes had been labeled with
a unique identifier (label). Suppose that a source node v wants to deliver
a message MSG to a destination node u. The forwarding protocol must
execute the following steps:
1) Compute a header and attach it to MSG.
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2) Decide the exit port and forward MSG to it.
Now, consider an intermediate node along the path of MSG. The forwarding protocol must perform the following steps:
1) Decide if the MSG has arrived to its final destination. If so, the forwarding protocol finishes. Otherwise:
• Compute a header and attach it to MSG.
• Decide the exit port and forward MSG to it.
1.2.2.2 Objectives of routing schemes
The objectives of routing schemes depend on the kind of the communication network (e.g. Processor Interconnection Networks (PINs), Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSNs), Data Center Networks (DCNs), etc.) and its application (e.g. storage, High Performance Computing (HPC), etc.). One or
more of the following objectives can be considered as primaries for several
communication networks:
• Path diversity. Exploit the path diversity of the network topology,
which include both minimal and non-minimal paths.
• Load balancing. Distribute the traffic between links in order to avoid
congestion and achieve high throughput.
• Fault-tolerance. Guarantee packet delivery in spite of failures of
nodes and links.
• Complexity efficiency. The forwarding protocols must be implemented efficiently, i.e. they must have low time and space requirements.
1.2.2.3 Features of routing schemes
Routing schemes can be classified according to the following features [20,
Chapter 5]:
• Topology:
– Topology-agnostic. The routing scheme has no assumptions
about the topology structure and then it can work on any topology.
– Specialized. The routing scheme only works on specific topologies.
• Adaptability:
– Adaptive routing. The routing paths are computed taking into
account the state of the network, e.g. congested or failed nodes
and links.
– Deterministic routing. No network state is taken into account
to compute the routing paths. Then, the routing paths are always the same for a given source and destination nodes.
• Hop count:

1.2 problem statement

– Minimal routing. Messages are routed by the minimal paths.
Depending on the network topology, there might be multiple
minimal paths for a given pair of nodes.
– Non-minimal routing. Messages are not always sent by minimal paths. Non-minimal routing allows adaptive routing taking
advantage of the path diversity.
• Routing decision:
– Source routing. The routing path is computed just once at the
source node.
– Hop-by-hop routing. Each node in the path takes a routing decision based on the destination label and the routing information.
Then, the routing path is built along all nodes in the path.
• Routing implementation:
– Algorithmic. Based on the routing information and destination
label, algorithms are used to compute the message header and
output port.
– Table-based routing. The routing information consists of a lookup routing table that might assign the output port for a given
destination node.
1.2.2.4 Path computation algorithms
Path computation is a fundamental task of routing schemes. In general,
algorithms can be designed to compute the following paths between two
nodes: 1) the shortest path, 2) the K-shortest paths, 3) the disjoint paths,
i.e. paths that do not share nodes and/or links. Taking these algorithms as
base, new algorithms can be designed, in order to compute: the minimal
paths, the paths of bounded length, etc.1 The objectives reached by a routing scheme depend on the kind of path computation algorithms applied
and their implementation. In fact, the major challenge in the design of
routing schemes may consists in applying (or designing) the proper path
computation algorithms. For instance, path diversity and fault-tolerance
are provided by computing the K-shortest path; load balancing is provided
by computing the disjoint paths; complexity effectiveness highly depends
on the complexity of the path computation algorithms.
1.2.3

Complexity measures

Traditional complexity measures can be used to evaluate the performance
of both path computation algorithms and routing schemes [19, Chapter
2]. Regarding path computation algorithms, the common complexity measures are:

1 It is important to distinguish between the minimal paths and the K-shortest paths. A path
that has minimal length is called minimal path. For instance, if the 3-shortest paths between two nodes have length 4, 4 and 6, respectively, then the paths with length 4 are
minimal.
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• Space complexity. The amount of memory in bits used by the algorithm in the worst case.
• Time complexity. The number of time units that the algorithm takes
to finish in the worst case.
Regarding routing schemes in the asynchronous communication model2 [19,
Section 1.3.4], the common complexity measures are:
• Memory space requirements per node. The amount of memory in
bits used by a node, in the worst case, to store its label, routing table
and forwarding algorithm.
• Forwarding decision time. The number of time units that the forwarding algorithm takes to find the next node in the path in the
worst case.
• Packet delivery time. The number of time units that a packet takes
to reach its destination node from its source node in the worst case.
• Complexity of distributed processes. The majority of routing schemes employ distributed processes to communicate the states of the
network, such as initial configuration or notification about any failure. These processes involve the exchange of messages among the
nodes of the network. The common complexity measures of distributed processes are:
– Convergence time. The number of time units from the beginning of the execution of the process to its completion in the
worst case and assuming that each message incurs a delay of at
most one time unit.
– Message complexity. The total number of basic messages transmitted during the execution of the process in worst case.
1.2.4

Generic routing in Cayley graphs

Generic routing proposals for CGs usually follow a similar strategy that
consists in obtaining a generic representation of different families of CGs,
and then the routing problem is solved on such representation. These representations includes: permutations [21, 22] chordal rings graphs [23], Finite
State Automata (FSA) [24], etc.
This Thesis employs a representation of CGs as FSA, such approach arises
from the Automatic Group Theory (AGT). The fundamental idea of the
AGT states that CGs can be described by a linear recursion. Hence every
CG can be constructed from repetitions of a finite subgraph of it.A formal
definition of this linear recursion is given through FSA that encode the
structure of their related CG. The set of FSA related to a CG is called ShortLex
Automatic Structure (SAS)3 .
2 In this communication model, there is no global clock signal and thus a message sent
from a node to one of its adjacent nodes arrive within some finite but unpredictable time.
Therefore, algorithms are event-driven.
3 Although all finite CG has an associated SAS, not all infinite CG has it.

1.3 objectives

From the SAS of a CG, low complexity algorithms can be constructed.
For instance, it has been proved that the shortest path problem can be
solved in time O(D2Γ ), where DΓ is the diameter of the CG [25, Theorem
2.3.10]. This result was applied in [15] to design a deterministic routing
scheme with low time and space complexity. This Thesis extends and enhances such work applying techniques of word processing to design a
set of path computation algorithms with low time and space requirements.
Then, these algorithms are used to support a routing scheme that provides
fault-tolerance.
1.3

objectives

This Thesis studies the routing problem in networks whose topology is
given by a CG. Its overall objective can be stated as follows:
To design a generic routing scheme for CGs that has low time and space requirements, guarantees packet delivery, and provides: minimal routing, path diversity
and fault-tolerance.
This objective can be divided into the following specific objectives:
• To conduct a review of generic routing proposals for CGs. It includes
path computation algorithms and routing schemes.
• To design a theoretical framework to study and solve problems related to path computation and routing in CGs from an approach of
AGT.
• To design a set of generic algorithms for path computation in CGs
that have low time and space complexity.
1.4

contributions

The main contributions of this research work are:
• An analysis of the topological properties of CGs and their impact
on the performance and robustness of networks that used them as
topology. It includes a comparison of a set of specific families of CGs.
• An state of the art on generic routing schemes and path computation
algorithms for CGs. It includes a complexity analysis and evaluation
of their time and space requirements on specific families of CGs.
• A theoretical framework to study and solve problems related to path
computation and routing in CGs from an approach of AGT.
• A set of generic algorithms for path computation in CGs. Specifically,
the proposed algorithms compute:
1. the shortest path,
2. the minimal paths,
3. the paths of bounded length,
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4. the K-shortest paths,
5. the disjoint paths, and
6. the shortest path avoiding a set of nodes and edges.
These algorithms work on any finite CG and several infinite CGs.
• A generic routing scheme for CGs that guarantees packet delivery
and provides: minimal routing, path diversity and fault-tolerance.
1.5

outline of the document

This document is divided into two parts. Part I analyzes the use of CGs as
topologies of communication networks, and the routing problem in such
networks. Part II focuses on the main contribution of this Thesis that is a
routing scheme for CGs called Word-Processing-based Routing (WPR).
Figure 3 summarizes the dependencies among the chapters of this document and the relations between chapters and the Publications resulting
from this Thesis. Chapter 1, Chapter 6 and Chapter 11 are recommended
to have an overview of this research work. Part II is necessary to obtain a
depth understanding of the WPR.
Chapter 11
Conclusions
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Figure 3: Dependency among chapters and relation to publications.

1.5.1 Part I. Cayley graphs: networks and routing
Chapter 2 introduces the terminology of graph theory, regular languages
and group theory that supports this research work. Chapter 3 analyzes the
impact of the topological properties of CGs on the performance and robustness of networks that use them as topology. This analysis contributes to
a better understanding of how routing proposals can be designed taking
advantage of the topological properties of CGs. In addition, the properties

1.5 outline of the document

of six well-known families of CGs are analyzed and evaluated. These results are used in Chapter 5 and Chapter 10 to evaluate the complexity of
the state of the art on routing proposals and the WPR, respectively. Chapter 4 explains the word processing approach on which the WPR is based.
This approach arises from the AGT. Chapter 5 conducts the state of the art
on generic routing in CGs, which has been divided into path computation
algorithms and routing schemes. This chapter also includes a complexity
analysis of the routing proposals and an evaluation of their time and space
complexity on a set of specific families of CG.
1.5.2

Part II. Word-Processing-based Routing

Chapter 6 gives an overview of the operation of WPR, its features and the
the process of node label assignment. Chapter 7 presents the algorithms for
path computation used by the WPR. Chapter 8 explains the operation of the
fault-tolerant mechanism for both node and link failures. Chapter 9 introduces the forwarding protocols for deterministic and fault-tolerant routing.
For deterministic routing, forwarding protocols for single and multi-path
routing are presented. Meanwhile, for fault-tolerant routing, only a forwarding protocol for single-path routing is presented. Chapter 10 presents
a complexity analysis of the WPR and their path computation algorithms.
It is also included an evaluation of the space and time requirements on a
set of families of CG together with a comparison with the state of the art
on routing proposal for CGs. Finally, Chapter 11 discusses the concluding
remarks and directions for further research.
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Part I
C AY L E Y G R A P H S : N E T W O R K S A N D R O U T I N G
Cayley graphs provide a geometric representation of algebraic
groups. These graphs have been used in a wide variety of
communication networks as their topological properties enable
high performance and robustness. The following chapters analyze the use of Cayley graphs as topologies of communication
networks, and the routing problem in such networks.

The mathematician’s patterns,
like the painter’s or the poet’s must be beautiful;
the ideas like the colours or the words,
must fit together in a harmonious way.
— Godfrey H. Hardy

2

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

This Chapter introduces the terminology of graph theory, regular languages and group theory that supports the research presented in this Thesis.
2.1

graph theory

This section introduces some basic notation and graph-theoretic terminology that is frequently used in the description of routing in networks. Further information about graph theory and its application in the study of
routing in networks can be found in [19, 21, 26].
2.1.1

Graphs and subgraphs

Definition 2.1.1 A graph, denoted by G = (V, E), is an object consisting of two
sets called its vertex set V(G) and its edge set E(G). The elements of V(G) are
called vertices and the elements of E(G) are called edges. The number of vertices
are denoted by n = |V(G)| and the number of edges by m = |E(G)|.
Let (u, v) ∈ E(G) be an edge of G, then it is said that (u, v) joins the
vertices u, v ∈ V(G) and that u and v are adjacent. The edge (u, v) is
incident to each u and v, and each u and v is incident to (u, v). Two edges
incident to the same vertex are called incident edges. A vertex incident to
no edges is called isolated vertex.
Definition 2.1.2 The degree of a vertex v, denoted by deg(v), is the number of
edges incident to it. The degree of a graph G = (V, E), denoted by ∆G , is the
maximum degree of a vertex, i.e. ∆G = max{deg(v) : v ∈ V(G)}.
Graphs are often illustrated by pictures on the plane. The vertices V(G)
are represented by points and the edges by lines connecting adjacent vertices. Figure 4 show examples of the following graphs:
• A ∆G -regular graph, where every vertex has degree ∆G .
• A complete graph, denoted by Kn , which has n vertices, such that
every pair of vertices in V(Kn ) are adjacent. Note that Kn is (n − 1)regular.
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K3 is a 2-regular graph

K5 is a 4-regular graph

Figure 4: Examples of graphs

Definition 2.1.3 Let G = (V, E) be a graph, and let V 0 and E 0 be subsets of
V and E, respectively. The graph G 0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) is called a subgraph of G. The
graph G 0 is called induced subgraph of G if E 0 is given by all edges e ∈ E
whose incident vertices are in V 0 . The graph G 0 is an spanning subgraph of G
if V 0 = V.
2.1.2 Paths, connectedness and trees
Definition 2.1.4 A sequence of edges e1 , . . . , el joining two vertices v0 , vl ∈
V(G) is called a walk. If v0 = vl , then it is called a closed walk. If all edges ei
in a walk are distinct, then it is called a trail.
Definition 2.1.5 Let v0 , . . . vl a sequence of vertices such ei = (vi−1 , vi ) for
every ei in a trail. If every vj are distinct, then the trail is called a path. A closed
path for any l > 2 is called a cycle.
Definition 2.1.6 The length of a path is equal to its number of edges.
A path between two vertices V(G) is called minimal if its length is minimal, i.e. there is no path between the same two nodes that is shorter that
it. Two o more paths between any two vertices in V(G) are called edgedisjoint if all their edges are distinct. In addition, they are called vertexdisjoint if all their vertices are distinct except the first and last vertices.
Definition 2.1.7 A graph G is called connected if there exists a path between
any two vertices of G. A tree, denoted by T , is a connected graph such that the
following definitions are equivalent:
(i) T has no cycles.
(ii) There is only one path between any two vertices in V(T ).
2.1.3 Weighted graphs, distances and neighborhoods
Definition 2.1.8 Let G = (ω, V, E), where ω : E(G) → R+ is a function that
assigns a numerical weight to each edge e ∈ E(G). Then, G is called weighted
graph. For unweighted graphs, it is assumed that all edges have weight equal to
1.

2.2 group theory

Definition 2.1.9 Let dG (u, v) denote the distance between any two vertices
u, v of a unweighted graph G, which is the length of the the shortest path between
them.
Definition 2.1.10 Let DG denote the diameter of a graph G = (V, E), given by
the maximal distance between any two vertices in it, i.e. DG = max{dG (u, v) :
u, v ∈ V(G)}.
Definition 2.1.11 The neighborhood of a vertex v ∈ V(G), denoted by N(v),
is the set of its neighbors, i.e. the vertices adjacent to it, including v. The lneighborhood of a vertex v ∈ V(G), denoted by N(v, l), is the set of vertices at
distance at most l from v, i.e. N(v, l) = {u ∈ V(G) : dG (u, v) 6 l}.
2.1.4 Graph isomorphism
Definition 2.1.12 Let G = (V, E) and G 0 = (V 0 , E 0 ) be two graphs. Let π :
V(G) → V 0 (G 0 ) be a bijective map such that for all (u, v) ∈ E(G), such that if
(u, v) ∈ E(G), then (π(u), π(v)) ∈ E 0 (G 0 ). Thereby π defines a graph isomorphism and G and G 0 are said to be isomorphic, i.e. G ' G 0
Definition 2.1.13 Let π : V(G) → V 0 (G 0 ) be a graph isomorphism such that
G = G 0 , then π defines an automorphism of G.
2.2

group theory

2.2.1 Groups and subgroups
Definition 2.2.1 Let (G, ◦) be an ordered pair, where G is a non-empty set and ◦
is a binary operation on G. Consider now the following axioms for all f, g, h ∈ G:
(i) Closure
g ◦ h ∈ G.
(ii) Associativity
(f ◦ g) ◦ h = f ◦ (g ◦ h).
(iii) Identity element
∃ ∈ G, such that g ◦  =  ◦ g = g.
(iv) Inverse element
∃g−1 ∈ G, such that g ◦ g−1 = .
(v) Commutativity
g ◦ h = h ◦ g.
Then:
• If axioms (i) and (ii) hold, then (G, ◦) is a semigroup.
• If axioms (i), (ii) and (iii) hold, then (G, ◦) is a monoid.
• If axioms (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) hold, then (G, ◦) is a group.
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• If axioms (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) hold, then (G, ◦) is an abelian group.
To simplify notation, G denotes (G, ◦) and gh denotes g ◦ h, where g, h ∈ G.
The cardinality of G, i.e. |G|, is called the order of G.
Definition 2.2.2 A subset H of a group G is called subgroup of G, i.e. H < G, if
it forms a group under the same group operation as G.
2.2.2 Homomorphism
Definition 2.2.3 Let (G, ◦) and (H, ∗) be two groups and let π : G → H be a
map satisfying the following condition π(g ◦ h) = π(g) ∗ π(h), for all g, h ∈ G.
Then π defines an homomorphism from G to H, such that:
• If π is surjective, then π is an epimorphism.
• If π is injective, then π is a monomorphism.
• If π is bijective, then π is an isomorphism.
Definition 2.2.4 Let π : G → H be a homomorphism, there are two important
subgroups related to π:
Ker π = {g ∈ G : π(g) = }
and
Im π = {h ∈ H : h = π(g), such that g ∈ G}.
Then Ker π is a subgroup of G and is called kernel of π; Im π is a subgroup of H
and is called image of π.
2.2.3 Group presentations
Definition 2.2.5 Let S be a subset of a group G. The subgroup of G generated by
S is given by the intersection of all subgroups of G that contain S, such a subgroup
is denoted by hSi. It is said that S generates G (or is a generating set for G) if
hSi = G.
Definition 2.2.6 A group F is free over the subset A ⊂ F if for any group G and
any map α : A → G, there is a unique group homomorphism, more concretely an
epimorphism, π : F → G. The free group on a set A is denoted by F(A), where
A generates F(A).
Definition 2.2.7 Let π as was defined in Definition 2.2.6. Then, π defines a
free presentation of G. Note that S = {s : s = π(a), ∀a ∈ A} generates G,
i.e. G = hSi. In addition, if Y = Ker π and R = π(Y), then R is called the set of
relators of G. Both sets S and R define a presentation of G, denoted by G = hS|Ri.
If S is finite, it is said that G = hS|Ri is a finitely presented group.
2.2.4 Permutation Groups
Definition 2.2.8 Let A be a finite set of elements, a permutation of A is a
bijection σ : X → X. The set of all permutations of A is denoted by SX . Hereafter
it is assumed that X = {1, 2, . . . , p}, then SX is denoted by Sp .
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Figure 5: Cayley graph of the symmetric group S4 with generators (2, 1, 3, 4),
(1, 3, 2, 4), (1, 2, 4, 3) represented by blue, green and red edges, respectively. This Cayley graph is known as Bubble-sort graph.

A permutation σ ∈ Sp can be viewed as a rearrangement of all elements
from X = {1, 2, . . . , p}, which can be written in two-line notation, i.e.
!
1
2
...
p
σ=
,
σ(1) σ(2) . . . σ(p)
where the bottom row is a rearrangement of {1, 2, . . . , p}. A more compact
notation is the cycle notation.
Definition 2.2.9 Let i ∈ X, then σ fixes i if σ(i) = i and moves i if σ(i) 6=
i. Let i1 , i2 , . . . , ir be distinct integers from X. If σ(i1 ) = i2 , σ(i2 ) = i3 , ...,
σ(ir−1 ) = ir , σ(ir ) = i1 and σ fixes the remaining p − r integers from A, then
σ can be written in cycle notation as (i1 i2 . . . ir ).
Note that two permutations σ1 , σ2 ∈ Sp can be multiplied under composition. For example, if σ1 = (13) and σ2 = (123) are permutations from S3 .
The product σ1 σ2 is computed as follow:
σ1 σ2 (1) = σ1 (σ2 (1)) = σ1 (2) = 2,
σ1 σ2 (2) = σ1 (σ2 (2)) = σ1 (3) = 1,
σ1 σ2 (3) = σ1 (σ2 (3)) = σ1 (1) = 3.
Then, σ1 σ2 can be written in cycle notation as (12).
Definition 2.2.10 A permutation group is a group whose elements are permutations of a given set X and the group operation is the composition of permutations.
Definition 2.2.11 The set of all permutations of a set X forms a group under the
composition of permutations, which is called the symmetric group and denoted
by Sp . This group has order p! and its identity element is (1 . . . p).
Corollary 2.2.1 Every permutation group is a subgroup of the symmetric group.
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Theorem 2.2.1 (Cayley’s theorem) Every group is isomorphic to a subgroup of
the symmetric group, i.e. to a permutation group [9, Theorem 1.6.8].
From the Cayley’s theorem, results that are true for permutation groups,
are true for every group.
2.2.5 Cayley graphs
Definition 2.2.12 The graph Γ (G, S) is called the CG of the group G with respect
to its generating set S. Each group element in G corresponds to a node in V(Γ ),
i.e. there is a bijective map
γ : G → V(Γ ),

(1)

and two nodes u, v ∈ V(Γ ), where u = γ(g) and v = γ(h), are adjacent if and
only if g and h are elements of G that satisfy g ◦ s = h for some s ∈ {S ∪ S−1 },
where S−1 is the set of inverses of G.
Note that CGs have regular degree |S ∪ S−1 |. For instance, consider the
symmetric group Sp , the family of CGs defined by Sp and the generating
set S = {(2, 1, 3, . . . , p − 1, p), (1, 3, 2, . . . , p − 1, p), . . . , (1, 2, 3, . . . , p, p − 1)} is
called family of Bubble-sort graphs, i.e. BS(p). Figure 5 shows the Bubblesort graphs for S4 , i.e. BS(4).

Euler’s unintended message is very simple:
Graphs or networks have properties,
hidden in their construction,
that limit or enhance our ability
to do things with them.
— Albert-László Barabási

C AY L E Y G R A P H S A S N E T W O R K T O P O L O G I E S

3.1

topology model

Consider a point-to-point communication network, its arrangement of nodes and links is called topology and can be defined by a connected graph
G = (V, G). The vertices V(G) represent the nodes of the network, which
could be routers, computers, etc. The edges E(G) represent the link between nodes. Each node v ∈ V(G) has deg(v) (or ∆G , in the case of regular
graphs) ports numbered from 1 to deg(v) and connected to links. Hereafter the terms vertices and nodes will be used interchangeably as well
as the terms edges and links, and Γ (G, S) will be used instead of G to denote a network whose topology is defined by a CG. Table 1 presents the
parameters of the network topologies used throughout this Thesis.
Table 1: Parameters of network topologies.

Parameter

Network topology
G = (V, E)
Γ (G, S)
V(G)

V(Γ )

Nodes in the network

E(G)

E(Γ )

Links between nodes.

n = |V(G)|

n = |V(Γ )|

Number of nodes (order of G).

m = |E(G)|

m = |E(Γ )|

Number of links (size of G).

∆G

∆Γ

Network degree.

DG

DΓ

Diameter.

Davg

3.2

Definition

Average path length.

topological properties of cayley graphs

This section presents an analysis of the topological properties of CGs and
their impact on the performance and robustness of networks, whose topology is defined by CGs.
3.2.1

Symmetry

There are two properties of symmetry in graphs: node and link-transitivity.
[7].
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Definition 3.2.1 A graph G is node-transitive if for every pair of nodes u, v ∈
V(G), there is an automorphism π over G (Definition 2.1.13), such that u = π(v).
Roughly speaking, all the nodes of a node-transitive graph have the
same perspective of the whole graph and thus can not be distinguished
from any other based on their neighbourhoods (Definition 2.1.11). This
property enables to perform distributed processes using the same algorithms in each node. For instance, distributed routing can be performed
using the same routing algorithms in each node.
Definition 3.2.2 A graph G is said to be link-transitive if for every pair of links
d, e ∈ E(G), there is an automorphism over links, i.e. π : E(G) → E(G), such
that d = π(e).
In this case, all the links have the same perspective of the whole graph
and thus can not be distinguished from any other based on the nodes
and links surrounding it. Graphs that are both node and link-transitive
are called symmetric graphs. Every CG is node-transitive but only some of
them are symmetric [27, Section 2.1].
Theorem 3.2.1 A group G is called minimally generated by a generating set S,
if and only if it is generated by S and can not be generated by any other subset of
S. Every CG of a minimally generated group is symmetric [28, Section 3.2].
Theorem 3.2.2 Cayley graphs with ∆Γ 6 4 or ∆Γ = 6 are symmetric [29].
3.2.2

Connectivity and fault-tolerance

There are two kinds of connectivity measures for graphs: node and linkconnectivity.
Definition 3.2.3 The node-connectivity of a graph G is the minimal number
cn , such that there are cn node-disjoint paths between any pair of nodes in V(G)
and thus at least cn nodes must be removed to disconnect G.
Definition 3.2.4 The link-connectivity of a graph G is the minimal number cl ,
such that there are cl link-disjoint paths between any pair of nodes and thus at
least cl links must be removed to disconnect G.
For a ∆G -regular graph G, the maximum value of both node and linkconnectivity is ∆G . Thereby a ∆G -regular graph is optimally connected if
cn = cl = ∆G .
Theorem 3.2.3 (Theorem 3.7 of [28]) Every node-transitive graph G has cl =
∆G .
Corollary 3.2.1 Every CG has cl = ∆Γ .
Corollary 3.2.2 Every symmetric CG is optimally connected.
Graph connectivity determines the fault-tolerance in scenarios of random node failures.
Definition 3.2.5 The fault-tolerance of a graph is the maximum number t,
such that if any t nodes are removed, the resulting graph is still connected thus
t = cn − 1 for any graph except by the complete graph, where t = cn . A ∆G regular graph G is called optimally fault-tolerant if t = ∆G − 1.
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Corollary 3.2.3 Optimally connected graphs are also optimally fault-tolerant.
Corollary 3.2.4 Every symmetric CG is optimally fault-tolerant.
3.2.3

Moore bound

An important issue in the design of network topologies is to connect the
maximum number of nodes while keeping small length of paths and considering that the number of ports per node is limited. The well-known
Moore bound states that for any ∆G -regular graph the number of nodes,
∆G (∆G − 1)DG − 2
i.e. n, satisfies n 6
[10, Theorem 10.1]. Therefore
∆G − 2
DG >

log(n − 1)
.
log(∆G )

(2)

Graphs satisfying this lower-bound, for a given n and ∆G , are called
Moore graphs. In addition to low diameter, it is also important to achieve
low average distance, i.e. Davg , in order to keep low latency.
Theorem 3.2.4 (Theorem 5.2 of [7]) For any node-transitive graph, and thus
for any CG, it has that
nDG
6 Davg 6 DG .
2(n − 1)
3.2.4

(3)

Load balancing

This section presents an analysis of the impact of graph symmetry on load
balancing. It is assumed a uniform traffic pattern and ideal routing. Thus,
a unit of traffic is exchanged per time unit between any pair of nodes in the
network; and the traffic is balanced equally across all the shortest paths.
The link load is the amount of traffic units traversing a link per time unit.
Under uniform traffic, the amount of traffic units per time unit is equal to
n(n − 1)Davg
. The average link load, i.e. lavg , is the ratio between the
2
n(n − 1)Davg
amount of traffic units to the graph size, i.e. m, then lavg =
.
2m
n∆G
For regular graphs m =
, then
2
lavg =

(n − 1)Davg
.
∆G

(4)

A network reaches the saturation point when some link has the maximum link load, i.e. lmax . The average link utilization at the saturation
point, i.e. uavg , measures the percentage of use of links and is given by
uavg =

lavg
.
lmax

(5)

A network is called well-balanced if uavg = 1. Therefore, at the saturation point, links keep carrying the maximum link load. Assuming ideal
routing, in link-transitive networks lavg = lmax , then all links carry the
same load and uavg = 1.
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Corollary 3.2.5 Every symmetric CG is well-balanced.
Assuming that end points can be connected to nodes in the network. The
network may, for example, be a DCN, where the nodes are routers and the
end points are servers. Then total number of ports per node is called the
node radix and is given by R = ∆G + ∆p , where ∆p denotes the number of
end points that can be connected to each node. The maximum value of ∆p
without reaching the saturation point is determined by the link utilization
[30], i.e.

∆p 6

∆G uavg
.
Davg

(6)

For well-balanced networks uavg = 1 and thus
∆p 6

3.3

∆G
.
Davg

(7)

performance and robustness evaluation

3.3.1 Families of Cayley graphs evaluated
According to the topological properties presented in the previous section,
this section presents a performance and robustness evaluation of the following families of CGs: 2-Dimensional (2D) Torus, Hypercube, Bubble-sort, Star,
Transposition and Butterfly. These families of CGs were selected for its wide
application as topologies of communication networks [2, 4, 6, 27, 31, 32].
Recall from Theorem 2.2.1 that every group, and thus CG, can be represented as a subgroup of the symmetric group Sp , where p is a positive
integer, see Definition 2.2.11. The evaluated families of CGs and its definition in terms of Sp are presented as follows:
• 2D Torus (T 2(p)). It is the CG of the subgroup of Sp , where p is
even, with generating set S = {(1, 2, . . . , p2 ), (2, p2 , . . . , 1), ( p2 + 1, p2 +
2, . . . , p), ( p2 + 2, p, . . . , p2 + 1)}.
• Hypercube (H(p)). It is the CG of the subgroup of Sp , where p is
even, with generating set S = {(i, i + 1) : 1 6 i < p and i is }.
• Bubble-sort (BS(p)). It is the CG of Sp with generating set S = {(i, i +
1) : 1 < i 6 p}.
• Star (St(p)). It is the CG of Sp with generating set S = {(1, i) : 1 < i 6
p}.
• Transposition (T r(p)). It is the CG of Sp with generating set S =
{(i, j) : 1 6 i < p, 1 < j 6 p and i < j}.
• Butterfly (B(p)). It is the CG of the subgroup of Sp with generating
set S = {(1, 2, . . . , p)2 , (1, 2, . . . , p)2 (1, 2)}.
Note that CGs can be recursively constructed applying the set of permutations S to each node, beginning at the node representing the identity
element, i.e. (1, 2, . . . , p).

3.3 performance and robustness evaluation

The results presented in this section depends on the topological parameters presented in Table 1. The value of these parameters for the evaluated
families of CGs are summarized in Table 2.

3.3.2

O(1)

O(log(n)2 )

4

3p
4

2

jpk

Butterfly (B(p))

Transposition (T r(p))

2p/2

p!
Star (St(p))

Bubble-sort (BS(p))

2D



p−1

2p/2
Hypercube (H(p))

2

p2 − p
2

p2
2
Torus (T 2(p))

2

lpm

(n)
family



O(log (n)2 )
p2 − p
2

O(log (n))

p−1

p2 − p
2

O(log (n))
O(log (n))
p
2

p
2

O(1)
4
O(n1/2 )

(∆Γ )
(DΓ )

Number of nodes
Cayley graph

Diameter

O(DΓ )

Degree

O(∆Γ )

Table 2: Parameters of Cayley graphs used as network topologies.

Fault-tolerance and load balancing

as it was explained in Section 3.2.1, every CG is node-transitive. Moreover, 2D Torus, Hypercube, Star and Transposition graphs are also linktransitive, i.e. symmetric, which provides optimal connectivity, fault-tolerance
and load balancing, see Table 3.
From Section 3.2.4, in well-balanced networks, nodes keep carrying the
maximum value of link load, i.e. lmax . Figure 6 shows values of the maximum link load supported by the evaluated families of CGs. These values
were computed assuming uniform traffic and ideal routing.
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Table 3: Symmetric properties of Cayley graphs

Cayley graph

Connectivity

family
2D

Fault-tolerance

Load balancing

Torus

Hypercube

Optimal node and
link connectivity

Star

Well-balanced

Optimal

(uavg = 1)

(symmetric)

Transposition
Bubble-sort

Optimal

2D-Torus
Star

uavg ≈ 0.8

Non-optimal

link connectivity

Butterfly

Hypercube
Transposition

Bubble-sort
Butterfly

4,000
Maximum link load (lmax )
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Figure 6: Maximum link load with respect to the number of nodes.

3.3.3 Average distance vs. number of end points
In the design of communication networks, it is important to find topologies close to the Moore bound (see Eq. (2) and Eq. (3)) in order to have low
latency and support a high number of end points for a given node radix
i.e. R. Figure 7 shows the average distance in the evaluated families of
CGs with respect to their order. As it is shown, the family of Transposition
graphs is the only one that satisfies the Moore bound, although the rest

3.3 performance and robustness evaluation
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Average distance (Davg )
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Figure 7: Average distance with respect to the number of nodes.

of CGs have logarithmic diameter except for 2D Torus graphs, which have
the largest average distance and diameter (see Table 2). Large CGs that are
close to the Moore bound can be found in [33, 34]
The Moore bound also determines the maximum number of nodes that
can be connected for a given ∆Γ . In addition, it is important to compute
the number of end points that can be supported by the network, which
is given by p = n∆p . Figure 8 show the number of end points supported
by each family of CGs with respect to their order. Comparing Figure 6 and
Figure 8, the number of end points supported is inversely proportional
to their maximum link load, which is congruent with Eq. (5) and Eq. (6).
Transposition graphs are the topologies with lowest link load and therefore it support the maximum number of end points for a given number
of nodes. Hypercube graphs supports 2n end point, then ∆p = 2. The remaining families of CGs supports the minimum number of end points, i.e.
n, and the ∆p = 1.
Finally, Figure 9 shows the number of end points supported for a given
node radix. Butterfly, Bubble sort and Star graphs support the largest number of end points with the lowest R. Actually, Butterfly graph has constant
R. Except for Butterfly graphs, CGs have an exponential growth in their
number of end points with respect to R. This feature poses an important
challenge in the design of network topologies based on CGs, which consists
in adding sequentially nodes without affecting the symmetric properties
of CGs.
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Figure 8: Number of end points supported with respect to the number of nodes.
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Figure 9: Number of end points supported with respect to the node radix.

Ordinary language is totally unsuited
for expressing what physics really asserts,
since the words of everyday life are not sufficiently abstract.
Only mathematics and mathematical logic
can say as little as the physicist means to say.
— Bertrand Russell

4

W O R D P R O C E S S I N G I N C AY L E Y G R A P H S

This Thesis employs word processing techniques to solve the routing problem in CGs. This approach arises from the AGT, whose fundamental idea
states that CGs can be described by a linear recursion. Hence every CG
can be constructed from repetitions of a finite subgraph of it. A formal
definition of such recursion is given through a set of FSA that encode the
topological structure of its related CG. From these FSA, low complexity algorithms can be constructed, e.g. path computation algorithms. This chapter explains the necessary concepts and terminology of the AGT for solving
the shortest path problem in CGs. These concepts are the main theoretical
base of this research work. For further details about word processing in
CGs, refer to [25]
4.1

languages and automata

This section presents some basic material from language and automata
theory, which has connection with AGT. As a general reference on languages and automata theory, the reader can consult [35, 36]. Further material about language theory applied to algorithms on algebraic groups can
be found in [24, 37].
4.1.1 Words and languages
Definition 4.1.1 Let A be a finite set of symbols, hereafter A is referred to as an
alphabet and its elements are referred to as letters. Any finite sequence of letters
x1 x2 . . . xl , such that xi ∈ A, is called a word or string over A.
Definition 4.1.2 Let w = x1 x2 . . . xl be a word over A, where the length of w,
i.e. |w|, is equal to l. Then:
• a substring of w, denoted by w(i), is given by the first i letters in w (if
i > |w|, w(i) = w), and
• the null string, denoted by eA ∈
/ A, represents the word of length 0, i.e.
|eA | = 0.
Definition 4.1.3 The set of all words over A, including eA , is denoted by A∗ .
Definition 4.1.4 Any set of words L ⊆ A∗ is called a language over A.
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4.1.2 Finite State Automata
Definition 4.1.5 A FSA, also called automaton, is a quintuple (Q, A, δ, q0 , F),
where Q is a finite set called the state set; A is an alphabet; δ : Q × A → Q
is a function called transition function; q0 ∈ Q is called the initial state;
and F is a subset of Q called the set of accept states. Here and subsequently,
(Q, A, δ, q0 ) denotes (Q, A, δ, q0 , F) if F = Q; and qx denotes δ(q, x), where
q ∈ Q and x ∈ A.
An automaton can be represented by a state diagram. Figure 10 presents
an state diagram of the automaton M1 = (Q, A, δ, q0 , F), where:
1) Q = {q0 , q1 , q2 , q3 , q4 , q5 , q6 , q7 , q8 }.
2) A = {a, b, c}.
3) δ can be described by a state transition table as:
Transitions

States
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a

b

c

q0

q1

q2

q3

q1

q7

q2

q3

q2

q4

q7

q3

q3

q8

q5

q8

q4

q7

q7

q3

q5

q6

q8

q8

q6

q8

q8

q8

q7

q7

q7

q7

q8

q8

q8

q8

An example of transition is δ(q3 , b) = q5 that is denoted by qb
3 = q5 .
4) The start state, i.e. q0 , is indicated by the arrow pointing at it from
nowhere.
5) The accept states, i.e. F = {q0 , q1 , q2 , q3 , q4 , q5 , q6 }, are indicated by
a double circle. Note that the states q7 and q8 are non accept states
that go to themselves on every possible transition. These kind of
states are called dead states.
An automaton can be described through its state diagram or state transition table due to these elements contain the same information of the
automaton definition. An automaton with alphabet A is referred to as an
automaton over A, which can be seen as a machine that reads words over
A. The automaton starts in q0 and reads a tape on which the word to be
read is printed. The tape is read one letter at a time. After reading a letter,
the state of the automaton is changed in accordance with the transition
function, whose inputs are the existing state and the letter read. Then the
tapehead is moved one letter to the right on the tape. If after reading all
the string, the state of the automaton is in F, then the automaton answers
Yes; Otherwise it answers No. For instance, when the automaton M1 , in
Figure 10, reads the string abac, the processing proceeds as follows:
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q1
a

a
b

q0

q7

b

b

q2

a, b, c
a, b, c

a

q8

a, b

c
c

a, b, c
q6

a, c

b, c
a

q5

c

q4
c

b

q3

Figure 10: A finite state automaton called M1 . The language recognized by M1 is
L(M1 ) = {eA , a, b, c, ab, ac, ba, bc, cb, aba, abc, acb, bac, bcb, cba,
abac, abcb, acba, bacb, bcba, abacb, abcba, bacba, abacba}.

1) Start in state q0 .
2) Read a, follow transition from q0 to q1 .
3) Read b, follow transition from q1 to q2 .
4) Read a, follow transition from q2 to q4 .
5) Read c, follow transition from q4 to q3 .
6) Yes because M1 is in an accept state q3 after reading all the string.
Definition 4.1.6 Let M = (Q, A, δ, q0 , F) be a FSA. If after reading a word
w ∈ A∗ , M answers Yes, it is said that w is recognized or accepted by M.
Otherwise, it is said that w is rejected by M. The set of words recognized by M
is called the language recognized by M, and is denoted by L(M).
Definition 4.1.7 A language is called regular language if some FSA recognizes
it.
The language recognized by the automaton M1 in Figure 10, i.e. L(M1 ),
is a regular language. This language includes the null string, i.e. eA , due
to the start state of M1 is in an accept state.
4.1.3 2-variable finite state automata
The application of language theory in the study of algebraic groups involves automata that read simultaneously two words u, v ∈ A∗ , i.e. automata over A × A. To dealt with words of unequal length, it is introduced
an extra letter $ ∈
/ A called padding symbol, which is interpreted as the
null string, i.e. eA .
Let A+ denote an alphabet given by A ∪ {$}. Let (u, v)+ denote a tuple
(x1 x2 . . . xl , y1 y2 . . . yl ) ∈ (A+ × A+ )∗ , where u, v ∈ A∗ , |u| = i and |v| = j
then:
(i) If i = j, u = x1 x2 . . . xl and v = y1 y2 . . . yl . For example, if u = abc
and v = cba, then (u, v)+ = (abc, cba).
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q1

(b,c)

($,a)

q2

(x,x)

(c,b)

q0

($,b)

q6

(b,c)

(a,b)

(a,c)
(c,a)

($,c)

q4

(b,a)
q3
q5

(a,b)

Figure 11: A 2-variable finite state automaton called M2 .

(ii) If i < j, v = y1 y2 . . . yl and x1 x2 . . . xl results from adding l − i
symbols $ to u (in any position). For example, if u = ab and v = cba,
then (u, v)+ = (a$b, cba) = ($ab, cba) = (ab$, cba).
(iii) If i > j, u = x1 x2 . . . xl and y1 y2 . . . yl results from adding l − j
symbols $ to v (in any position). For example, if u = abc and v = c,
then (u, v)+ = (abc, $$c) = (abc, $c$) = (abc, c$$).
Definition 4.1.8 A 2-variable FSA over A is an automaton with alphabet A+ ×
A+ , which recognizes tuples (u, v)+ ∈ (A+ × A+ )∗ except by ($, $).
Figure 11 presents a 2-variable automaton called M2 . To simplify, only
transitions to accept states are shown due to the rest of transitions lead to
dead states. Examples of tuples recognized and rejected by M2 are (ac, ca)
and ($b, ca), respectively.
4.2

groups as languages

Let G = hS|Ri be a finitely presented group and let A be an alphabet such
that |A| = |S ∪ S−1 |. Consider now a bijective map
φ : {S ∪ S−1 } → A,

(8)

which assigns each generator and its inverse to lowercase and uppercase
variants of the same letter. A letter X ∈ A is said to be the inverse of a
letter x ∈ A if and only if X = φ(s−1 ) and x = φ(s), where s−1 is the
inverse of s.
Definition 4.2.1 Let w ∈ A∗ , the following words are defined:
• The inverse of w, denoted by w−1 , is given by the reverse string of the
inverse letters of w, e.g. if w = aC, then w−1 = cA.

4.3 words as paths and nodes

• The reduced form of w, denoted by wred , results from removing the substrings of the form uu−1 from w, e.g. if w = baCcAa and (aC)−1 = cA,
then wred = ba.
Definition 4.2.2 Let F(A) be the free group over A, which consists of the set of
all reduced words over A (including eA ). The group operation is the string concatenation where substrings of the form ww−1 are canceled. The identity element
is eA .
By Definition 2.2.6, there is an epimorphism given by the map
π : F(A) → G,

(9)

that assigns a unique set of words in F(A) to each group element in G [25,
Section 2.1]. The symbol eA is assigned to the identity element, i.e. .
Definition 4.2.3 Let =G denote an equivalence relation on F(A), such that w =G
v if and only if w and v represent the same group element under Eq. (9). The set
of words representing the same group element is defined by the equivalence class
[w], i.e. [w] = {v ∈ F(A) : π(w) = π(v)}.
In order to assign a unique word in F(A) to each element in G (and then
to each node in V(Γ )), a canonical form of the set of equivalence classes
[w] needs to be defined.
Definition 4.2.4 Let <A be a lexicographical order over A. Let w, v ∈ A∗ , it is
said that w is ShortLex than v, if w is shorter than v, i.e. |w| < |v|, or w and v
have the same length but w comes before v in the order <A .
Definition 4.2.5 The language of the ShortLex words in F(A) representing a
unique group element in G is given by
L = {w ∈ F(A) : w <A v, ∀v ∈ F(A) s.t. w =G v}.

(10)

This language is called the language of the ShortLex words.
Therefore, there is a bijective map
µ:G→L

(11)

that assigns each group element in G to its ShortLex representative word
in F(A). Language L defines a canonical form for the set of equivalence
classes of Definition 4.2.3.
4.3

words as paths and nodes

From the CG definition (Definition 2.2.12), it is clear that a sequence of
generators s0 s1 . . ., where si ∈ {S ∪ S−1 }, resulting in the group element
g ∈ G, represents a path in Γ (G, S) from the identity element, i.e. , to
g. For example, consider the symmetric group S4 with the generating set
S = {(2134), (1324), (1243)} see Definition 2.2.11. Figure 5 shows the CG
of S4 , which is known as Bubble-sort graph and is denoted by BS(4), see
Section 3.3.1. The sequence (2134)(1324)(1243) results in the permutation
(2341), then it represents a path from (1234) to (2341), where (1234) is the
identity permutation, i.e.  = (1234).
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a

1234

2134

1324
2314
b
b
b
a
a
3124
3214
c
c
c
c
3142
a
a
3241
1342
2341
b
b
3412
3421
c
c
a a
c
b
b
4321
4312
c
b 2431
1432 b
4132
4231
a
a
c
a
b 1423

c

c
4123

4213
b
a

1243

c
a
2413 b
2143

(a) Edges labeled with letters representing its corresponding generator.

eA

a

a

b b

b
a

c

c
a

ba

ab b
a
c
c
a
abac
abc
b
aba

bac
b
bacb c abacb
c
a a
c
b
b
c abacba
bacba
b
b
bcb
abcb
bcba abcba
a
a
c
c
c
c
a
a
cba
acba
b
b
b
cb
acb
bc

c

a

ac

(b) Nodes labeled with words representing the ShortLex path from eA to each
of them.

Figure 12: The Bubble-sort graph BS(4) with edges and nodes labeled.

Assume now that edges of a CG are labeled according to Eq. (8). Thus
every path in the CG can be represented by a unique word w ∈ F(A),
which defines a sequence of edges, where the symbol eA represents the
empty path. In particular if w = π(g), then w represents a path from  to
w, meanwhile w−1 represents a path from w to . Returning to BS(4), let
A = {a, b, c} be an alphabet and let φ denote the map:
φ:

S

→ A

(2134) → a
(1324) →

b

(1243) →

c

(12)

Figure 12a shows BS(4) with their edges labeled according to Eq. (12).
The word abc represents the sequence of edges (2134)(1324)(1243) and
thus a path from (1234) to (2341). Meanwhile, (abc)−1 = cba1 represents
the sequence of edges (1243)(1324)(2134) and thus a path from (2341) to
(1234). The set of words in F(A) representing all the paths between two
nodes are defined as follows.
Lemma 4.3.1 Words in the same equivalence class, i.e. [w], represent all paths
between the same pair of nodes.
Proof. From Definition 4.2.3, words in an equivalence class [w] represent
the same group element under the group homomorphism defined by Eq. (9).
Let g ∈ G be the element represented by [w], then words in [w] represent
all paths from  to g, where  is the identity element (see Definition 2.2.1).
Since CGs are node-transitive, words [w] represent all paths between every
pair of nodes g1 , g2 ∈ V(Γ ), such that g2 = g · g1 .

In Figure 12a, the words abc and babca are in the same equivalence
class as they represent the same permutation and thus the same group element (2341). From Lemma 4.3.1, both words represent paths from (1234)
1 In the case of S4 , S = S−1 and then the inverse each letter in A is itself, i.e. A = a, B = b
and C = c.
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to (2341), from (2341) to (3412), and in general, from nodes g1 to g2 such
that g2 = (2341)g1 .
Consider now a word w ∈ F(A) representing a group element g ∈ G,
i.e. π(w) = g according to Eq. (9), and then a path from  to g in Γ (G, S).
b denotes a path represented by the word w, and w denotes
Hereafter w
the node g, where eA is assigned to . Figure 12b shows BS(4) with each
node g labeled as w, where w is the shortest word, such that π(w) = g.
b can represent a path beginning in any node. In order to refer
Note that w
a specific path in this notation, the first node in the path must be specified.
b 1 ) denotes a path representing by w and beginning at node
Hereafter w(w
b 1 ) is given by a list of nodes [w1 , . . . , wl ]. In particular,
w1 , where w(w
d
b A ) represents a path from eA to w. In Figure 12b, the path abc(b)
is
w(e
d
given by the list of nodes [b, ba, aba, abac], meanwhile the path abc(eA )
is given by [eA , a, ab, abc].
From the above explanation, there is a path between any two nodes u
−1 v(u) goes from u to e and
and v, denoted by the word u−1 v. The path u[
A
\
from eA to v. In Figure 12b, a path from cb to acb is given by bcacb(cb)
where bcacb = (cb)−1 acb. Note that the problem of computing the shortest path between u and v is equivalent to computing the shortest word
w ∈ F(A), such w =G u−1 v, which is the canonical form of u−1 v. Recall
from the previous section that the canonical form of any word in F(A) is
in the language of the ShortLex words in F(A), see Definition 4.2.5. Then:
Corollary 4.3.1 The language of the ShortLex words, i.e. L, related to a group
G = (S|R), gives a unique representation for the shortest paths between any pair
of nodes in Γ (G, S). From now on, paths represented by words in L are called
ShortLex paths.
Continuing with BS(4), let a < b < c be a lexicographic order over the
alphabet A = {a, b, c}. From Definition 4.2.5, the language of the ShortLex
words of BS(4) is
L = {eA , a, b, c, ab, ac, ba, bc, cb, aba, abc, acb,
bac, bcb, cba, abac, abcb, acba, bacb,

(13)

bcba, abacb, abcba, bacba, abacba}
From Corollary 4.3.1, any of the shortest paths in BS(4) (Figure 12b)
can be represented by a word in Eq. (13). As it was mentioned above,
\
a path from cb to acb is given by bcacb(cb),
where π(bcacb) = (3214).
d
However the ShortLex path from cb to acb is aba(cb), where aba ∈ L is the
canonical from of bcacb as aba is the ShortLex word representing (3214).
The problem of reducing any word u−1 v ∈ F(A) to its canonical form
is called the Minimum Word Problem (MWP) and can be solved in time
O(|u−1 v|2 ) for ShortLex Automatic Groups (SAGs) [25, Theorem 2.3.10].
4.4

shortlex automatic groups

Definition 4.4.1 (ShortLex automatic group) Let G = hS|Ri be a finitely presented group, then G is a SAG if it admits a SAS, which consists of:
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a

eA

ab
b

a

aba
a

abac
c

abacb
b

b

a

c
abacba

b
a
b

c
ba

b
bac

a
bacb

c
bacba

\ A ) (green) and bacba(e
\ A)
Figure 13: Geometric representation of paths abacba(e
(blue) in BS(4). Both paths follow the k-fellow-traveler property as their
uniform distance is 2.

(i) A lexicographically ordered alphabet A, such that S and A satisfy Eq. (8).
(ii) A FSA called Word-Acceptor (WA) and denoted by W, such that L(W) is
the language of the ShortLex words defined by Eq. (10).
(iii) A 2-variable FSA for each x ∈ A ∪ {eA } called Multiplier Automata (MA)
and denoted by Mx , such that (r, t)+ ∈ L(W) × L(W) is accepted by Mx
if and only if rx =G t.
Henceforth, the SAS of Γ (G, S) will be denoted by (A, L).
Examples of SAGs are the groups presented in Section 3.3.1. Taking the
in Figure 12b as example, its WA is presented in Figure 10. An important feature of SAGs is that their associated CGs follow the k-fellow-traveler
property.
CG

Lemma 4.4.1 (k-fellow-traveler property) Let G = hS|Ri be a SAG and let br
and bt be two ShortLex paths in Γ (G, S) beginning at the same node and whose end
nodes are adjacent. The uniform distance between br and bt, denoted by dΓ (br, bt),
is given the maximum value of dΓ (r(i), t(i)), see Definition 2.1.9, for all nodes
r(i) and t(i) in br and bt, respectively. Then, it is said that Γ (G, S) satisfies the
k-fellow-traveler property, if there exists a constant k (depending on G = hS|Ri),
such that the uniform distance between all ShortLex paths br and bt is bounded by
k, i.e. dΓ (br, bt) 6 k.
Note that distances between paths are bounded in any finite CGs. Therefore, any finite group is a SAG. In the case of infinite groups, only groups
having the k-fellow-traveler property are SAGs. To illustrate the k-fellow\ A ) and bacba(e
\ A ) in BS(4),
traveler property, consider the paths abacba(e
whose end nodes, i.e. abacba and bacba, are adjacent. Both paths are
ShortLex as they are represented by words in L, see Eq. (13). Figure 13
shows that the uniform distance between these paths is bounded by 2,
hence they follow the k-fellow-traveler property.
Definition 4.4.2 Let Γ (G, S) be a CG with fellow-traveler constant k and SAS
(A, L). Then, the set of Word-Differences (WDs) of Γ (G, S) is given by the set of
ShortLex words whose length is less or equal than k, i.e.
D = {w ∈ L : |w| 6 k}.

(14)

Note that the words in D are the labels of nodes in the k-neighbourhood
of node eA , i.e. N(eA , k), see Definition 2.1.11. In the case of BS(4), k = 2
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and then D = {eA , a, b, c, ab, ac, ba, bc, cb}. From Lemma 4.4.1 and Definition 4.4.2, for every pair of paths br and bt that have the k-fellow-traveler property, the ShortLex path between any pair of nodes r(i) and t(i) is given by a
\ A ) and bacba(e
\ A)
word in D. As it was mentioned above, paths abacba(e
in BS(4) follow the k-fellow-traveler property. From Figure 13, the Shortc
c
Lex paths from abacba(i) to bacba(i), for 1 6 i 6 6, are: ab(a),
ab(ab),
c
c
cc(abacb), and b
bc(aba), bc(abac), a
c(abacba), respectively. All of these
paths are represented by words in D.
A 2-variable FSA that recognizes words whose associated paths follow
the k-fellow-traveler property is defined as follows.

Definition 4.4.3 Let G = hS|Ri be a SAG with SAS (A, L). The Word-Difference
Automaton (WDA) of G = hS|Ri with respect to (A, L) is the 2-variable FSA over
A (Definition 4.1.8) consisting of:
(i) An alphabet B = A+ × A+ , where A+ = A ∪ {$} and the padded symbol
$ is interpreted as eA .
(ii) A set of states given by D ∪ {qd }, where eA is the start state and qd denotes
a dead state. The set of accept states is D.
(x,y)

(iii) A transition function δ : D × B → D ∪ {qd }, such that qi
qj ∈ D if and only if qj =G Xqi y, where X = x−1 .

= qj for

This automaton is denoted by Diff = (D, B, δ, eA ). The automaton accepts tuples
(r, t)+ , where r, t ∈ A∗ , if and only if the canonical form of any word r(i)−1 t(i)
is in D. The state after reading (r(i), t(i))+ , denoted by q(r(i),t(i)) , is given by
the canonical form of r(i)−1 t(i), i.e. q(r(i),t(i)) =G r(i)−1 t(i).
\
From a geometric point of view, if (r, t) is accepted by Diff , then q(r(i),t(i))
d and t(i)
d beginning at
is the ShortLex path between end nodes of paths r(i)
the same node. Table 4 presents the WDA of BS(4). When this automaton
reads the tuple (abacba, bacba$), each transition result in a state representing a path as follows:
1. Start in state eA . Then words to be read represent path beginning in
the same node.
c is the ShortLex
2. Read (a, b), follow transition from eA to ab. Then ab
b
b and b.
path between the end nodes of a
c is the ShortLex
3. Read (b, a), follow transition from ab to ab. Then ab
c and ba.
c
path between the end nodes of ab
c is the ShortLex
4. Read (a, c), follow transition from ab to bc. Then bc
d and bac.
d
path between the end nodes of aba
c is the ShortLex
5. Read (c, b), follow transition from bc to bc. Then bc
[
[
path between the end nodes of abac and bacb.
cc is the ShortLex
6. Read (b, a), follow transition from bc to ac. Then a
\
\
path between the end nodes of abacb and bacba.
7. Read (a, $), follow transition from ab to c. Then b
c is the ShortLex
\ and bacba.
\
path between the end nodes of abacba
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eA

a

qd

c

ab
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qd

ba

qd

eA

a

b

c
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(a, a)
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a

b
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a
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c
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b
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c
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eA

a
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a

b
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qd
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qd

b

qd
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(b, b)

eA

qd
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b

c

qd
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c

qd

qd

qd

a

bc

a

ba

b

($, b)

qd

qd

ba

eA

cb

a

qd

c
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(c, a)

Transitions

bc

ac

eA

ab

qd

b

c

qd

cb

(c, b)

cb

qd

bc

ac

qd

c

qd

a

eA

(c, c)

qd

qd

b

a

qd

a

cb

ac

c

($, c)

qd

qd

qd

c

b

ac

ba

eA

a

(a, $)

qd

a

c

qd

qd

cb

eA

ab

b

(b, $)

b

qd

qd

a

qd

a

bc

ac

c

(c, $)
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Table 4: State transition table for the word-difference automaton of BS(4). The
start state is eA . All states are accepted except for the dead state qd .

4.5 solving the minimum word problem

\ and bacba
\ beginning
These paths are illustrated in Figure 13 for abacba
2
at eA . The WDA is of major importance in the solution of the MWP, thereby
it is necessary to compute it. Given a group presentation of a SAG, i.e. G =
hS|Ri, and a lexicographically ordered alphabet A satisfying Eq. (8), the
Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm [38] is able to compute the SAS of G =
hS|Ri and the WDA. The software package Knuth-Bendix on Monoids and
Automatic Groups (KBMAG) [39] implements the Knuth-Bendix completion
algorithm, details of its time requirements can be found in [37, Section
13.3.6].
A note of caution is required here as for some SAGs it is not possible
to compute its SAS for any lexicographic order [37, Section 13.2.1]. For instance Coxeter groups, such as the group related to the Bubble-sort graph,
are ShortLex automatic only with some lexicographic orders. On the other
hand, SASs of word hyperbolic groups [40] can be computed for any lexicographic order.
4.5

solving the minimum word problem

The problem of reducing a word to its canonical form is known as the MWP.
The computation of the canonical form of a word consists in applying a set
of rewriting rules to it. These rules have the form r → t, where r, t ∈ A∗ ,
r =G t and r <A t. From Definition 4.4.3, the rewriting rules of a SAG are
encoded in its WDA.
Given the automaton Diff and a word z ∈ A∗ , Algorithm 1 presents the
steps to reduce z to its canonical form w ∈ L. First, w is initialized to zred ,
see Definition 4.2.1, (line 1). Then while loop (at line 2) is executed while
w is not in canonical form, i.e. when w has a substring w(i) that is not in
canonical form. Recall that if w(i) is not in canonical form, then it exists
+
r ∈ L, such that q(r,w(i)) = eA . The word r can be search by exploring
transitions of Diff , see [37, Section 13.1.7]. In this case, w(i) is replaced by
its canonical form r in w (if/else conditional at line 3). The resulting w is
reduced (line 7) and the loop is repeated until every w(i) is in canonical
form and thus w is also in canonical form.
Example 4.5.1 Consider the word z = abcababacba and the WDA defined by
the state transition table presented in Table 4. To reduce z to its canonical form
w ∈ L, Algorithm 1 proceeds as follows:
1) w ← abcababacba.
2) w(4) = abca is not in canonical form and q(r,w(4)) = eA for r = abac ∈
L, then:
a) Replace w(4) by r in abcababacba, i.e. w ← abacbabacba.
b) w is in reduced form.
3) w(7) = abacbab is not in canonical form and q(r$$,w(7)) = eA for
r = abcba ∈ L, then:
a) Replace w(7) by r in abacbabacba, i.e. w ← abcbaacba.
\ and bacba
\ beginning in any other node.
2 The resulting paths are valid for abacba
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b) w is not in reduced form, then remove aa from w, i.e. w ← abcbcba.
4) w(5) = abcbc is not in canonical form and q(r$$,w(5)) = eA for r =
acb ∈ L, then:
a) Replace w(5) by r in abcbcba, i.e. w ← acbba.
b) w is not in reduced form, then remove bb from w, i.e. w ← aca.
5) w(3) = aca is not in canonical form and q(r$$,w(3)) = eA for r = c ∈ L,
then:
a) Replace w(3) by r in aca, i.e. w ← c.
b) w is in reduced form.
6) w = c is in canonical form.
7) Return w.
Algorithm 1 Compute the canonical form of a word.
Input: The automaton Diff = (D, B, δ, eA ).
Input: A word z ∈ A∗ .
Output: The word w ∈ L such that w =G z.
1: w ← zred .
2: while w has a substring w(i) such that q(r,w(i)) = eA and r <A w(i)
for some r ∈ L do
3:
if r = eA then
4:
Remove w(i) from w.
5:
else
6:
Replace w(i) with r in w.
7:
w ← wred .
8: return w.
Lemma 4.5.1 Algorithm 1 computes the canonical form of a word z ∈ A∗ in time
O(|D|∆Γ |z|2 ).
Proof. The while loop is executed for each substring w(i) that is not in
canonical form, i.e. O(|z|) times. For each w(i), the search of a word r ∈
L such that q(r,w(i)) = eA can be done by traversing each state in D
at most |w(i)| 6 |z|, i.e. O(|D|∆Γ |z|) times [37, Section 13.1.7]. Therefore,
Algorithm 1 computes the canonical form of z in time O(|D|∆Γ |z|2 |).


S TAT E O F T H E A R T O N R O U T I N G I N C AY L E Y G R A P H S

This Thesis proposes a generic routing scheme for CGs, i.e. a scheme that
works on several families of CGs. Thereby this chapter summarizes and
compares the main proposals of generic routing for CGs, which are classified into path computation algorithms and routing schemes, see Section 1.2.2.1. It is important to mention that there are several routing proposals specialized in a family of CGs, such that the routing scheme for the
family of Pancake graphs [41].
The path computation algorithms analyzed are the Sims Factoring Algorithm (SFA) [17], which works on any CG; and the Path Computation
Algorithm for Abelian Cayley Graphs (PCAACG) [18]. The routing schemes
analyzed are the Routing based on Permutation Sort (RPS) [1], the Routing
based on Chordal Ring Representation (RCRR) [16] and the Geometric Routing with Word-Metric Spaces (GRWMS) [15], which is extended and enhanced in this Thesis. These proposals are described following the topology model and notation presented in Section 3.1. Their performance have
been evaluated on the families of CGs introduced in Table 2 according to
the complexity metrics presented in Section 1.2.3.
5.1
5.1.1

path computation algorithms
Sims factoring algorithm

The SFA computes not only the shortest path in CGs, but also the minimal
paths (see Section 2.1.2). The algorithm applies concepts of word processing in CGs presented in Section 4.2 and Section 4.3. Thereby nodes and
paths are represented by words in L and to compute the shortest path between any pair of nodes u, v ∈ L is equivalent to factorize, i.e. to reduce,
the word u−1 v to a word w with minimal length, such that w =G u−1 v. For
reducing words, the algorithm takes as base the Schreier–Sims algorithm
[42], where the factorization rules are encoded in arrays called Schreier
vectors. The size of a Schreier vector is O(∆Γ log(∆Γ )) bits. The shortest
path is computed using O(∆2Γ ) vectors, whereas the minimal paths are
computed using O(∆3Γ ) vectors. In both cases, the algorithm runs in time
O(∆5Γ ).
5.1.2 Path computation algorithm for abelian Cayley graphs
The PCAACG computes the node-disjoint paths from a source node to
K 6 ∆Γ (not necessarily different) destination nodes in CGs of abelian
groups, i.e. abelian CGs. The strategy followed is to map the destination
nodes in the abelian CG to nodes in the ∆Γ -dimensional hypercube and
then to compute the node-disjoint paths from the identity node to each
node in the ∆Γ -dimensional hypercube. Then the searched paths are de-
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rived from the paths computed in the ∆Γ -dimensional hypercube. The
PCAACG consists of three algorithms for: 1) proving the existence of the
3/2
node-disjoint paths to be computed, which takes O(K∆Γ ) time units;
3/2
2) computing the shortest paths in hypercubes, which takes O(K∆Γ ), and
3) deriving paths in abelian CGs from paths in hypercubes, which takes
O(K∆Γ ) time units. The space complexity of these algorithms, and thus of
the PCAACG is O(K∆Γ ).
5.1.3 Comparison of path computation algorithms for Cayley graphs
This section presents a comparison of the algorithms previously presented.
The main difference between them is that the SFA works on any CG; menwhile, the PCAACG is limited to families of abelian CGs. Regarding the computed paths, both algorithms compute the shortest path. In addition, the
PCAACG is able to compute the node-disjoint paths from a source node to K
destination nodes, which can be the same or different. On the other hand,
the SFA is able to compute just the minimal paths between two nodes. Note
that if the node-disjoint paths are not minimal (see Section 2.1.2), then the
SFA is not able to compute them. Regarding to the time complexity, the
PCAACG is faster than SFA and also has lower space complexity. Table 5
summarizes the main features of these algorithms. As it is shown both
space and time complexities depends just on the node degree.
Table 5: Summary of path computation algorithms for Cayley graphs.

Algorithm

Group

Computed

Space

Time

family

paths

complexity

complexity

The shortest
SFA

Any

path

group

The minimal
paths
The shortest

PCAACG

Abelian

path

groups

The nodedisjoint paths

O(∆3Γ log(∆Γ ))
O(∆5Γ )
O(∆4Γ log(∆Γ ))
3/2

)

5/2

)

O(∆Γ )

O(∆Γ

O(∆2Γ )

O(∆Γ

Table 6 and Table 7 show the space and time complexities, respectively,
of the SFA and the PCAACG running on the CGs presented in Table 2. These
results are given in terms of the number of nodes, i.e. n, substituting the
values of ∆Γ presented in Table 2 into the expressions of the time and
complexity presented in Table 5. The complexities of the PCAACG were
computed just for 2D Torus and Hypercube graphs as these CGs are the
only abelian among the evaluated CGs.
As it is expected both algorithms have constant space and time complexities when running on CGs with constant degree, such as 2D Torus
and Butterfly graphs. Conversely, the SFA has the highest space and time
complexities in Transposition graphs, which also have the highest value of
node degree among the evaluated CGs, i.e. O(log(n)2 ). Finally, the space
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and time complexities are the same when the algorithms runs in Hypercube, Bubble-sort and Star graphs due to the value of the node degree in
these graphs grows at the same ratio, i.e. O(log(n)).
5.2
5.2.1

routing schemes
Routing based on permutation sort

The RPS is supported on the Cayley’s theorem, which states that every
group is isomorphic to a subgroup of the symmetric group (Theorem 2.2.1).
From Definition 2.2.11, the symmetric group, i.e. Sp , consists of a set of
permutations of an array of p integers and the group operation is the
composition of permutations. In this scheme, nodes are labeled with arrays (representing permutations), hence a node label can be represented
by O(p log(p)) bits. The connection rules between nodes are given by the
set of permutations representing the generating set, thereby the shortest
path problem being equivalent to finding an optimal set of permutations
that lead from a source node to a destination node [1].
Usually this scheme follows a greedy routing strategy, where message
headers include the label of the destination node, and the routing table of a
node consists of the labels of its adjacent nodes. To forward packets, nodes
compute the distance (in terms of the number of permutations) from each
of its adjacent nodes to the destination node. Then, packets are forwarded
to the nearest node to the destination node. Assuming that comparing
two node labels takes a total amount of time proportional to the label size,
the forwarding decision takes O(∆Γ plog(p)) time units. As examples of
RPS, it can mention the schemes designed to work on Pancake, Star [1],
Hypercube and Butterfly graphs [22], respectively.
5.2.2

Routing based on chordal ring representations

Authors in [16] prove that CGs of Borel subgroups, also called Borel CGs
[5, 23, 43, 44], can be represented by Generalized Chordal Rings (GCRs). In
a GCR, nodes can be labeled with integers from 0 to n − 1, and there is a
divisor q of n such that every two nodes i and j are connected if node
i + q module n is connected to node j + q module n. In the RCRR, nodes
of a Borel CG are mapped to nodes of a GCR. Then static routing tables are
constructed following the connection rules of the GCR. The routing table
of a node i consists of an entry of ∆Γ bits for each destination node, where
the j-th entry indicates the links that lead to the minimal paths from i to j.
Routing is achieved identifying outgoing links for any incoming message,
whose header consists of the destination label.
This routing scheme was extended in [45] to support link failures. In
the new version, the j-th entry in the static routing table (of a node i) indicates the distance between j and each node adjacent to i. In addition,
nodes incorporate a dynamic routing table, which indicates the distances
to destination nodes taking into account link failures. The routing process
consists of two stages, the first one proceeds as explained above. The second stage begins when a node can no longer forward a packet due to
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Table 6: Space complexity of path computation algorithms on specific families of
Cayley graphs.

Torus

O(log (n) )

O(1)

Butterfly

10

O(log (n)5 )

O(1)

SFA

Transposition

Star
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Cayley graph

N/A

O(log(n)3/2 )

O(1)

PCAACG

Computing the shortest path

O(1)

O(log (n) )

10

O(log (n)5 )

O(1)

SFA

Computing the minimal paths

N/A

O(log(n)5/2 )

O(1)

PCAACG

Computing the node-disjoint paths
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Table 7: Time complexity of path computation algorithms on specific families of
Cayley graphs.
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failures. Then, the packet is returned to the source node, which forwards
it to links that lead to paths without link failures. Hence the forwarding
decision takes O(DΓ ) time units. In this case, message headers consists of
the source and destination labels and the path history of nodes traversed
by the packet being routed, thus it can be represented by O(DΓ log(n))
bits.
The scheme was evaluated through computer simulations on a Borel CG
of 1081 nodes in a random failure scenario, where the percentage of link
failures increases from 5% to 35% [45]. Results show that the scheme is not
shortest path and packet delivery is not guaranteed in the range of 1% to
32% of all pairs of source-destination nodes.
5.2.3 Geometric routing with word-metric spaces
The GRWMS applies techniques of word processing in groups presented in
Chapter 4. Thus node labels are given by words in L, which can be represented by O(DΓ log(∆Γ )) bits. The GRWMS follows a greedy routing strategy similar to the RPS, where message headers consist of the label of the
destination node and the routing table of a node consists of the labels of
its adjacent nodes. To forward packets, nodes computes the shortest paths
from each of its adjacent nodes to the destination node. Then, packets are
forwarded to the nearest node to the destination. The shortest paths are
computed solving the MWP. As it is explained in Section 4.5, the MWP can
be solved using the WD automaton, i.e. Diff , in time O(|D|∆Γ |z|2 ), where
z 6 2DΓ and D is the set of states of Diff . Therefore, the forwarding decisions are taken in time O(|D|∆2Γ D2Γ ) and the space complexity is given by
the size of Diff , i.e. |Diff |.
5.2.4 Comparison of routing schemes for Cayley graphs
This section presents a comparison between the analyzed routing schemes
working on the families of CGs presented in Table 2. As common features,
the RPS and the GRWMS are deterministic and do not provide path diversity.
In addition, they route packets through the shortest paths and guarantee
the packet delivery. Conversely, the RCRR is fault-tolerant, do not compute
the shortest path and do not guarantee packet delivery. These features are
summarized in Table 8.
Table 8: Summary of routing schemes for Cayley graphs.

Routing

Shortest

Path

Fault-

Packet delivery

scheme

path

diversity

tolerant

is guaranteed

RPS

Yes

No

Yes

RCRR

No

Yes

No

GRWMS

Yes

No

Yes

No
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5.2.4.1 Memory space requirements
Table 9 presents the memory space requirements of the routing schemes
previously presented. The table shows the space complexity of node labels, message headers, routing tables and extra information that would
be required in the routing process. As it is explained above, the RCRR has
the highest memory space requirements as it provides fault-tolerance and
then requires further information about the global state of the network.

O(|Diff |)

Word-difference automaton

O(∆Γ DΓ log(∆Γ ))
O(DΓ log(∆Γ ))
O(DΓ log(∆Γ ))
GRWMS

O(n∆Γ log(DΓ ))

Dynamic routing table

O(n∆Γ )
O(DΓ log(n))
O(log(n))
RCRR

N/A
O(∆Γ p log(p))
O(p log(p))
O(p log(p))
RPS

information
scheme

Routing

Routing table
Message header
Node label

Other routing

Table 9: Space complexity of routing schemes for Cayley graphs.

Regarding to the size of node labels and message headers, the RPS and
GRWMS use the destination label as message headers, thereby both message headers and node label have the same space complexity. On the other
hand, the RCRR adds the path history in the message header in order to provide fault-tolerance. Therefore, its message headers have size proportional
to DΓ . Table 10 compares the space complexity of node labels and message
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headers defined by each routing scheme working on the evaluated CG. In
all of them, the RCRR defines the smallest node labels as they consist of
numbers from 0 to n − 1. In contrast, the message headers defined by the
RCRR are the largest ones due the message headers incorporate the path
history. In the case of the RPS and the GRWMS, their node labels (and thus
message headers) have the same size in Hypercube, Star and Transposition graphs. In Bubble-sort graphs, the node labels defined by the RPS are
smaller than those defined by the GRWMS. Meanwhile in Butterfly graphs,
the node labels defined by the GRWMS are smaller than those defined by
the RPS.

O(log(n)2 )

O(log(n)3 )
O(log(n)2 log(log(n)))
Bubble-sort

O(log(n))
Butterfly

Transposition

O(log(n) log(log(n)))
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O(n1/2 )
O(n1/2 log(n))
Torus
2D

O(log(n) log(log(n)))

O(log(n))

O(log(n)2 )
O(log(n) log(log(n)))
Hypercube

O(n1/2 log(n))

RCRR
RCRR
GRWMS
RPS

Cayley graph

family

Node label

Message header

Table 10: Space complexity of node labels and message headers defined by routing schemes on specific families of Cayley graph.

Node label / message header
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Turning now to the size of routing tables, the RPS and the GRWMS define
routing tables consisting of the label of adjacent nodes, thereby their size
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is proportional to the node degree. Conversely, the RCRR uses full routing
tables, i.e. they contain an entry for each node in the CG, then their size is
proportional to the number of nodes. In addition to the routing table, the
RCRR and GRWMS use extra routing information. The RCRR uses a dynamic
routing table to provide fault-tolerance and the GRWMS uses the automaton
Diff to compute the shortest paths, see Section 4.5.
Table 11 compares the space complexity of the routing tables and extra
routing information used by each routing scheme working on the evaluated families of CGs. Since the WPR extends the GRWMS, the values the size
of Diff were empirically computed to evaluate the performance of the WPR.
These values are presented in Table 19 and employed in Table 11. Considering the space requirements of both routing tables and extra routing
information, the RPS has the lowest space complexity in all the evaluated
CGs except by the 2D Torus graphs, where the GRWMS has the lowest space
complexity. Conversely, the RCRR has the highest space complexity in all
the evaluated CGs due to it uses full routing tables.
5.2.4.2 Forwarding decision time
Table 12 presents the forwarding decision time of the routing schemes introduced. In the case of the GRWMS, it depends on the values |D|, which
also determines the complexity of the WPR. An empirical estimation of
|D| is presented in Table 17 and employed in Table 12. As it was mentioned, these schemes are deterministic and do not provide path diversity;
in addition, the RCRR is fault-tolerant. According to this features, the forwarding decision time in deterministic mode of the three routing schemes
was computed, meanwhile in fault-tolerant mode, the forwarding decision
time was computed only for the RCRR.
In deterministic routing, the RCRR takes forwarding decisions making
just a query to the routing table. Hence the forwarding decision is taken
in constant time. In Fault-tolerant routing, the RCRR takes forwarding decision in time proportional to DΓ when a packet that can not be forwarded
due to failures, it is returned to the source node. In the worst case, said
packet traverses O(DΓ ) nodes before being forwarded through a path without failures.
On the other hand, the forwarding decision time in the RPS and the
GRWMS is proportional to ∆Γ as these schemes follows a greedy routing
strategy, where the shortest path is computed ∆Γ times. The computation
of a shortest path takes time proportional to the size of a node label in
the case of the RPS; and time proportional to the square of the size of a
node label in the case of the GRWMS. Therefore the RPS takes forwarding
decision faster than the GRWMS.
Table 13 compares the forwarding decision time of each routing scheme
in specific families of CG. As it is expected, the GRWMS takes the slower
forwarding decisions and the RCRR the fastest ones. On the other hand,
the forwarding decisions are slow in the 2D Torus graphs than in the rest
of the evaluated CG as its diameter grows faster than in the rest of CG.
Conversely, the fastest forwarding decisions are taken in Butterfly graphs
because of its diameter and node degree grow slower than in the rest of
CG.
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Table 11: Space complexity of routing tables (and other routing information) defined by routing schemes on specific families of Cayley graph.
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Table 12: Forwarding decision time of routing schemes for Cayley graphs.

Table 13: Forwarding decision time of routing schemes on specific families of Cayley graph.
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Part II
WORD-PROCESSING-BASED ROUTING
The Word-Processing-based Routing is a generic routing scheme
for Cayley graphs, which applies word processing techniques
for computing paths. The scheme has low time and space requirements, guarantees packet delivery, and provides: minimal
routing, path diversity and fault-tolerance. The following chapters present the detailed definition of this routing scheme and
its complexity analysis.

What though and care to determine the
exact site for a bridge, or for a fountain, and
to give a mountain road that perfect curve
which is at the same time the shortest...
— Marguerite Yourcenar

6

O V E RV I E W

The WPR is a routing scheme designed to work on networks whose topology is defined by CGs of SAGs. It is considered the topology model presented Section 3.1, which works under the asynchronous communication
model [19, Section 1.3.4]. The routing scheme is defined according to
the model presented in Section 1.2.2.1, which applies the routing method
called store and forward and operates from an approach of word processing in CGs presented in Chapter 4. Table 14 summarizes the basic notation
used in the definition of the WPR.
Table 14: Notation of the Word-Processing-based Routing.

Parameter

Definition

G = hS|Ri

Finitely presented group with generating set S and
set of relators R.

Γ (G, S)

Cayley graph of G = hS|Ri whose vertices V(Γ )
represent the nodes of a network and its edges
E(Γ ) represent the links between nodes.

n

Number of nodes in Γ (G, S).

∆Γ

Regular degree of Γ (G, S).

DΓ

Diameter of Γ (G, S).

A

A lexicographically ordered alphabet, which
satisfies Eq. (8) and defines the set of port labels
in each node.

L

A language over A, which satisfies Eq. (11) and
defines the set of nodes labels.

w

A node in V(Γ ) labeled as w ∈ L.

b
w

A path in Γ (G, S), where wred ∈ F(A) denotes a
sequence of output ports.

b
w(u)

A path in Γ (G, S), where u denotes the initial node
and wred ∈ F(A) denotes a sequence of output
ports.

Diff = (D, B, δ, eA )

The WDA of Γ (G, S) with respect to (A, L),
see Definition 4.4.3.
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overview

The WPR is composed of routing information, path computation algorithms, a fault-tolerant mechanism and forwarding protocols, which are
presented in Chapter 7, Chapter 8 and Chapter 9, respectively. In addition,
Chapter 10 presents a complexity analysis of the WPR. This chapter introduces the routing information used in each node and describes the general
operation of the WPR and its process of node label assignment.
6.1

routing information

This section describes the routing information required in each node for
maintaining the WPR.
6.1.1 Routing table
Nodes store a routing table that consists of only the port labels. Each port
is labeled with a letter in A according to Eq. (8), then:
Preposition 6.1.1 Every port label can be represented by O(log (∆Γ )) bits.
6.1.2 Node label
Nodes are labeled with their ShortLex representative word in L according
to Eq. (11). Every node in V(Γ ) labeled with w ∈ L is referred to as w.
Preposition 6.1.2 For every node w, its label w represents the ShortLex path
from eA to w, where w denotes a sequence of output ports.
Lemma 6.1.1 A node label consists of at most DΓ letters in A, thereby it can be
represented by O(DΓ log (∆Γ )) bits.
Proof. It follows form Preposition 6.1.1 and Preposition 6.1.2.
6.1.3



Word-difference automaton

This automaton is used by the path computation algorithms due to it encodes the topological structure of the network, see Definition 4.4.3.
6.2

general operation

The WPR allows the following properties:
1) Minimal routing.
2) Source routing.
3) Hop-by-hop routing.
4) Fault-tolerance.
5) Path diversity.
Further details about these properties can be found in Section 1.2.2. To
support these properties the following path computation algorithms have
been proposed:

6.3 node label assignment

• Algorithm 4: Compute the shortest path.
• Algorithm 5: Compute the minimal paths.
• Algorithm 6: Compute the paths of bounded length.
• Algorithm 7: Compute the K-shortest path.
• Algorithm 8: Compute the shortest link-disjoint paths.
• Algorithm 9: Compute the shortest node-disjoint paths.
• Algorithm 10: Compute the shortest paths avoiding a set of link and
nodes.
These algorithms are formally presented in Chapter 7. Figure 14 shows
which algorithms are used to provide each property of the WPR.

Figure 14: Relation between the properties of the WPR and their path computation
algorithms. The arrows indicate algorithms supporting property and
dependency between algorithms.

6.3

node label assignment

This section describes the process to perform a node label assignment in a
distributed way. First of all, ports of each node must be labeled with their
corresponding letter in A according to Eq. (8). If its is unknown which
generator is associated to each link, then an exploration technique such (as
the one presented in Appendix A) must be performed in order to discover
the path associated to the set of relators and derive the corresponding
generator of each link.
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After ports have been labeled, nodes must be labeled with their corresponding word in L according to Eq. (11). Algorithm 2 presents the steps
to carry out the node label assignment in a distributed way. The label assignment begins in an arbitrary node r. This node is labeled with a special
symbol eA , while the rest of nodes are labeled with Null (step 2). Then, r
sends a message LABEL(eA ) to its adjacent nodes. A node g has its turn to
be labeled, when it receives a message LABEL for the first time, said message contains the label of the node h that sent the message. The label of
g is the canonical form of the word resulting from concatenating the label
of h with the label of the port that connects g with h. After g has been
labeled, it sends a message LABEL to its adjacent nodes except to h. This
message containing the label of g.
Algorithm 2 Distributed assignment of node labels.
Select an arbitrary node r of V(Γ ).
2: Initially, node r sets label ← eA . All other nodes set label ← Null.
3: Every other node reacts to incoming messages as follows:
1:

Upon receiving a message LABEL(label_parent) through its port x
do:
if label = Null then
2:
label ← the canonical form of label_parent · a (Algorithm 1).
3:
Send out the message LABEL(label) through all its ports in A \ {x}.
1:

Lemma 6.3.1 The process of node label assignment for the WPR takes O(|D|∆Γ D3Γ )
time units and requires n(∆Γ − 1) + 1 messages.
Proof. Regarding to the time complexity. A node takes its turn to be labeled
when it receives a message LABEL. Every node at distance l from node r
receives a message LABEL(label_parent), such that: |label_parent| = l − 1
for l > 1, and |label_parent| = 1 for l = 1. Then nodes at distance l from r
take O(|D|∆Γ l2 ) time units in compute its node label due to Lemma 4.5.1.
In addition, it is assumed that each message LABEL incurs in a delay of
at most one time unit. Therefore, all nodes will have received a message
PDΓ
LABEL and they have been labeled after O( l=2
|D|∆Γ l2 ) = O(|D|∆Γ D3Γ )
time units from the beginning of the execution. Turning now to the message complexity. Each node sends ∆Γ + 1 messages, except by r that sends
∆Γ messages. Then the total number of messages transmitted during the
execution of Algorithm 2 is n(∆Γ − 1) + 1.


How beautiful the world would be if
there were a rule for getting around in labyrinths.
— Umberto Eco

7

PAT H C O M P U TAT I O N A L G O R I T H M S

This chapter presents the path computation algorithms used by the WPR.
Assuming that the routing information has been configured as it was explained in Section 6.3, the path computation algorithms can be executed
by any node.
7.1

preliminaries

Before presenting the path computation algorithms, it is necessary to explain how to compute: 1) paths recognized by the WDA and 2) the nodes
and links of a path. These procedures are the base of the algorithms presented in this chapter.
7.1.1

Paths recognized by the word-difference automaton

From Definition 4.4.3, it follows immediately that:
Preposition 7.1.1 If the WDA accepts (r, t), such that r <A t and q(r,t) ∈ D,
then the following conditions holds:
1 |br| 6 |bt|,
2 paths br and bt, beginning at the same node, are at uniform distance at most
k, i.e. dΓ (br, bt) 6 k (Lemma 4.4.1), and
(r,t) .
3 the ShortLex path between the end nodes of br and bt is q[

These condition are illustrated in Figure 13, which shows two paths, in
BS(4), represented by a tuple of words accepted by the WDA.
(r,t) )−1
Preposition 7.1.2 If the WDA accepts (r, t) and q(r,t) , then br and t(q\
(beginning at the same node) are paths between the same pair of nodes due to
r =G t(q(r,t) )−1 .
Recall from Lemma 4.3.1 that words in the same equivalence class represent
paths between the same pair of nodes, then:

Preposition 7.1.3 If the WDA accepts (r, t) and q(r,t) = eA , thenr and t are in
the same equivalence class, i.e. r =G t, and br and bt are paths between the same
pair of nodes.
(r,t) , where the tuple of words
Figure 15 illustrates the paths br, bt and q[
(r, t) is recognized by the WDA and the final state is q(r,t) .
In the algorithms presented in this chapter, for a given path br, sometimes it is necessary to compute the set of words t ∈ A∗ such that (r, t) is
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br
r
(r,t)
q[

t
bt

Figure 15: Geometric representation of a tuple of words (r, t) recognized by the
word-difference automaton, such that the final state is q(r,t) . The Short\
(r,t) .
Lex path between the end nodes of paths br and bt is given by q

recognized by WDA. Moreover, it is also useful to know the output state
after reading each tuple (r, t), i.e. q(r,t) . The following function gives this
information.
T(r) = {(q, T) ∈ D × A∗ : q = q(r,t) iff t ∈ T},

(15)

this equation can be seen as a dictionary, where the keys are given by D.
The values of a key q ∈ D are the set of words T such that q is the state
after reading any tuple in r × T.
[
−1 , such that (q, T) ∈
From Preposition 7.1.2 and Preposition 7.1.3, every tq
T(r) and t ∈ T, is a path between the same nodes as br. For example, let
r = ac be a word representing a path in BS(4). According to the WDA of
BS(4) (Table 4),
T(ac) = {(ac, {$}), (c, {a}), (a, {c}), (cb, {ab}), (eA , {ac, ca}), (ab, {cb})}, (16)
and then words in the form tq−1 are given by the set
{ac$−1 , ca−1 , ac−1 , cb(ab)−1 , eA (ac)−1 , eA (ca)−1 , ab(bc)−1 }.

(17)

cc. Recall that
These words represent paths between the same nodes as a
∗
b is the path represented by the reduced form of w,
for any w ∈ A , w
i.e. wred (see Definition 4.2.1). Hence words in Eq. (17) must be reduced
by removing substrings of the form uu−1 and symbols eA and $, which
represent the empty path. After reducing words, it is necessary to replace
words of the form u−1 with words representing the inverse of u1 . After
cc and cc
reducing words, the resulting set is {ac, ca} and thus paths a
a join
the same pair of nodes.
Algorithm 3 computes T(r) implementing Eq. (15). The set T(r(i)) is
computed in each iteration of the for loop at line 2. The computation of
T(r(i)) is done by exploring all transitions (xi , y) in BS(4), for r = x1 . . . xl
and y ∈ A+ , and keeping a track of words t(i) = y1 . . . yi , such that
q(r(i),t(i)) ∈ D. Figure 16 provides an illustration of Algorithm 3 with the
WDA of BS(4) and r = ac as inputs.
Lemma 7.1.1 Algorithm 3 computes the set of tuples T(r) in time O(|D|∆Γ |r|).
1 Recall that u−1 is given by the reverse string of the inverse letters in u, see Definition 4.2.1.
For Bubble-sort graphs, the inverse of any letter x ∈ A is itself, i.e. x−1 = x

7.1 preliminaries

for i in [1, 2]

eA
(a, $)

a

(a, b)

(a, a)

(a, c)

(a, y)

eA

ab

T(a)

ac
(c, $)

(c, $)
(c, a) (c, $)

(c, a)

(c, c)

a

(c, c)

(c, b)

c

ac

(c, a)
(c, b)

(c, $)

(c, b)

cb

eA

ab

(c, y)

T(ac)
end for

Figure 16: Illustration of the algorithm to compute paths recognized by the WDA
(Algorithm 3). The inputs are the WDA of BS(4) (Table 4) and the word
r = ac. The output is T(ac) (Eq. (16)).
(x ,y)

i
:∈ A+ }
Proof. For each (qold , Told ) ∈ Told , the set of transitions {qold
are computed. Since |Told | 6 |D|, at most |D|(∆Γ + 1) transition are computed. This process is repeated for each xi in r = x1 . . . xl , then Algorithm 3 computes T(r) in time O(|D|∆Γ |r|).


For a given word r ∈ A∗ and state q ∈ D, the set T is denoted by T(r, q),
i.e.
T(r, q) = {t ∈ A∗ : q = q(r,t) and q ∈ D}.

(18)

[
−1 , for t ∈ T(r, q), are paths between the first and last nodes in
Then tq
br. For example, T(bacb, cb) = {abac, babc} according to Eq. (16). Then
words in {abac(cb)−1 , babc(cb)−1 } represent paths between the first and
[ After reducing the words, the resulting set is {abacbc,
last nodes in bacb.
\ and babcbc
\ are paths between the first and last
babcbc} and then abacbc
[
nodes in bacb, see Figure 12b.
7.1.2

Computing the links and nodes of a path

Lemma 7.1.2 Let Ebr (u) ⊂ L × L denote the set of links in the path br(u), i.e.
Ebr (u) = {(e, f) ∈ L × L : e =G ur(i) and f =G ur(i + 1),
for 0 < i < |r|}.

(19)

The set Ebr (u) can be computed in time O(|D|∆Γ |r|3 ).
Proof. Recall from Lemma 4.5.1 that the canonical form a word ur(i) is
computed in time O(|D|∆Γ (|u| + i)2 ). Therefore, the canonical form of the
P|r|
words ur(i) for 0 < i < |r| is computed in time O( i=1 (|D|∆Γ (|u| + i)2 )) =
O(|D|∆Γ |r|3 ).
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Algorithm 3 Compute paths recognized by the word-difference automaton.
Input: The automaton Diff = (D, B, δ, eA ).
Input: A word r = x1 . . . xl ∈ A∗ .
Output: The set of tuples T(r) representing words (r, t), where t ∈ T,
recognized by Diff .
1: Told = ∅, T = {(eA , ∅)}.
2: for i in [1 . . . l] do
3:
Told ← T.
4:
T ← ∅.
5:
for each (qold , Told ) ∈ Told do
6:
for y ∈ A+ do
(xi ,y)
7:
qnew ← qold
8:
if qnew ∈ D then
9:
if Told = ∅ OR Told = {$} then
10:
Tnew ← {y}.
11:
else
12:
Tnew ← {t · y : t ∈ Told }.
13:
if ∃(q, T) ∈ T such that q = qnew then
14:
Replace (q, T) by (q, T ∪ Tnew ) in T.
15:
else
16:
Add (qnew , Tnew ) to T.
17: return T.
Lemma 7.1.3 Let Vbr (u) ⊂ L denote the set of intermediate nodes in the path
br(u), where the first and last nodes in the path are excluded, i.e.
Vbr (u) = {e ∈ L : e =G ur(i), for 1 < i < |r|}.

(20)

The set Vbr (u) can be computed in time O(|D|∆Γ |r|3 ).
Proof. This proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 7.1.2.



cc(b) in BS(4) as example, Eac
Taking path a
c (b) = {(b, ba), (ba, bac)} and
Vac
(b)
=
{ba},
see
Figure
12b.
c
7.1.3 Algorithm variables
In addition to the notation introduced in Table 14, the path computation
algorithms of the WPR employ the variables presented in Table 15.
Recall from Chapter 4 that:
• If A is an alphabet. Then A∗ denotes all the words over A, F(A) ⊂ A∗
denotes all the reduced words over A, and L ⊂ F(A) denotes the
ShortLex words over A.
b denotes a
• If w ∈ L. Then w denotes a node labeled as w, and w
ShortLex path defined by wred .

7.2 computing the minimal paths

Table 15: Variables of the path computation algorithms.

Variable

Definition

k ∈ Z+

The fellow-traveler constant of Γ (G, S).

K ∈ Z+

Number of computed paths.

l∈

7.2
7.2.1

Z+

Length of the largest path computed.

u, v

Two nodes in V(Γ ).

b
w

Word representing the ShortLex path from u to v.

D

Set of WD of Γ (G, S) given by Eq. (14).

computing the minimal paths
Computing the shortest path

From Section 4.5, the problem of computing the shortest path between u
and v is equivalent to computing the canonical form of the word u−1 v,
i.e. w ∈ L such that w =G u−1 v. The resulting word represents the ShortLex path between u and v. For example, consider the nodes abacba and
bacba in BS(4). As it is shown in Example 4.5.1, the canonical form of the
word (abacba)−1 bacba =G abcababacba is c ∈ L Eq. (13). Then b
c is the
ShortLex path from abacba to bacba. Algorithm 4 computes the ShortLex
path between u and v by computing the canonical form of u−1 v.
Algorithm 4 Compute the shortest path.
Input: The automaton Diff = (D, B, δ, eA ).
Input: Label of the source node u ∈ L.
Input: Label of the destination node v ∈ L.
Output: The word w ∈ L representing the ShortLex path between u and v.
z ← u−1 v.
2: Compute the canonical form w of z (Algorithm 1).
3: return w.
1:

Lemma 7.2.1 Algorithm 4 computes the shortest path between two nodes of a CG
in time O(|D|∆Γ D2Γ ).
Proof. The canonical form of the word u−1 v is computed once, which takes
O(|D|∆Γ |u−1 v|2 ) time units, see Lemma 4.5.1. The length of words u and v
is O(DΓ ) due to Lemma 6.1.1, then Algorithm 4 runs in time O(|D|∆Γ D2Γ ).

7.2.2 Computing the minimal paths
An important consequence of the k-fellow-traveler property (Lemma 4.4.1)
is that minimal paths in CGs of SAGs are separated uniformly at distance at
most k [25, Lemma 3.2.3]. From this results, this section presents a method
to compute all minimal paths between two nodes. The method consists in
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u

d3
w

d4
w
d1 w
d2
w
b w
P0 = {w}

k

k

k

k

P1 = {w, w1 , w2 }
P2 = {w, w1 , w2 , w3 , w4 }

v

Figure 17: Minimal paths between two nodes of a Cayley graph of a ShortLex
automatic group. The set Pj (w) (Eq. (21)) is given by the words at
b
distance at most ik from the ShortLex path w.

computing ShortLex path first, and then the paths at uniform distance at
most ik, for 1 6 i 6 DΓ , from the ShortLex path.
Definition 7.2.1 Let Pj (w) ⊂ F(A) be the set of words representing the minimal
b i.e.
paths between u and v that are at distance at most jk from w,
b 6 jk},
Pj (w) = {t ∈ F(A) : t =G w, |t| = |w| and dΓ (bt, w)

(21)

where j > 0.
Figure 17 provides a geometric representation of paths defined by words
b where w ∈ Pj , it exists a path
in Eq. (21). As it is shown, for any path w,
br, where r ∈ Pj−1 , such that w
b and br follow the k-fellow-traveler property
and then they are accepted by the WDA, where the output state is eA , i.e.
q(r,t) = eA . Therefore:
Lemma 7.2.2 The set Pj (w) can be built recursively as follows:
Pj (w) = {t ∈ F(A) : ∃r ∈ Pj−1 (w) s.t. q(r,t) = eA },

(22)

where j > 0 and P0 (w) = {w}.
Proof. The proof is by induction on Pj (w). Clearly, two paths are at distance 0 if and only if they are the same path. So, P0 (w) = {w}. Assuming
Eq. (22) holds for Pj−1 (w), it must be proved it for Pj (w). Eq. (22) implies that: 1) t =G w due to t =G r (by Preposition 7.1.3) and r =G w
(by the induction hypothesis); 2) |t| = |w| due to |t| = |r| (by Definition 4.4.3) and |r| = |w| (by the induction hypothesis); and 3) by the trib 6 jk due to dΓ (br, bt) 6 k (by Preposition 7.1.1)
angle inequality dΓ (bt, w)
b 6 (j − 1)k (by the induction hypothesis). Therefore Eq. (22)
and dΓ (br, w)
defines the shortest paths between u and v that are at distance at most jk
b and Lemma 7.2.2 holds for j > 0.
from w

Example 7.2.1 Consider the nodes aba and cb in BS(4) (Figure 12b). From the
previous section, the ShortLex path from aba to cb is defined by the canonical
form of (aba)−1 cb, i.e. abacb ∈ L (Eq. (13)). According to Eq. (22) and the
WDA of BS(4) (Table 4), P0 (abacb) = {abacb} and:
P1 (abacb) = {abacb, abcab, bacbc},

7.2 computing the minimal paths

P2 (abacb) = {abacb, abcab, bacbc, bcabc},
P3 (abacb) = {abacb, abcab, bacbc, bcabc}.
Note that P3 (abacb) = P2 (abacb), then Pi (abacb) = P2 (abacb), for any
i > 2. Therefore, words in P2 (abacb) represent all the minimal paths from aba
\
to cb. In addition, words in P3 (abacb) represent paths at distance 6 from abacb
as k = 2 for BS(4). Since DΓ = 6 for BS(4), words in P3 (abacb) represent all
the minimal paths from aba to cb.
Corollary 7.2.1 Words in PdDΓ /ke (w) represent all the minimal paths between
b p
b) 6 DΓ for any path p
b from u to v.
u and v due to dΓ (w,
Given the labels of two nodes u, v ∈ L, Algorithm 5 computes a set of
the minimal paths from u to v. First, the ShortLex path is computed (line
2). Then, the set Pj (w) is sequentially computed implementing Eq. (22)
for j > 1 as follows: for each word r ∈ Pj (w) \ Pj−1 (w), the set of words
t ∈ F(A) such that q(r,t) = eA , i.e. Tred , is computed (lines 6-7). The set
Pj (w) results from the union of all Tred (lines 8-9). This process is repeated
until all the minimal paths have been computed, i.e. j = d DkΓ e, (while loop
at line 4).
Algorithm 5 Compute the minimal paths.
Input: The automaton Diff = (D, B, δ, eA ).
Input: Label of the source node u ∈ L.
Input: Label of the destination node node v ∈ L.
Input: Value of the network diameter DΓ .
Input: Value of the fellow-traveler constant k.
Output: The set of words Pj (w) ⊂ F(A) representing a set of the minimal
paths between from u to v.
1: z ← u−1 v, j ← 1, Pi−1 ← ∅, Ptemp ← ∅.
2: Computes the canonical form w of z (Algorithm 1).
3: Pi ← {w}.
l m
DΓ
4: while Pi 6= Pi−1 AND j 6
do
k
5:
for r ∈ Pi \ Pi−1 do
6:
Compute T(r) (Algorithm 3).
7:
Tred ← {tred ∈ F(A) : t ∈ T(r, eA )}.
8:
Ptemp ← Ptemp ∪ Tred .
9:
j ← j + 1, Pi−1 ← Pi , Pi ← Pi ∪ Ptemp .
10: return Pi .
Lemma 7.2.3 Algorithm 5 computes the set of the minimal paths Pj (w) between
any two nodes of a CG in time O(max{|Pj−1 (w)|, DΓ }|D|∆Γ DΓ ).
2
Proof. The canonical form of u−1 v is computed in time O(|D|∆
l ΓmDΓ ) due to

Lemma 4.5.1. Then the set Pj (w) is computed for 0 < j < DkΓ . It implies
that the set T(r) is computed |Pj−1 (w)| times. The computation of T(r)
b 6
takes O(|D|∆Γ |r|) time units due to Lemma 7.1.1. Since |r| = |w| and |w|
DΓ , Algorithm 5 computes Pj (w) in time O(max{|Pj−1 (w)|, DΓ }|D|∆Γ DΓ ).
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7.3

computing the k -shortest paths

7.3.1 Computing paths of bounded length
Definition 7.3.1 Let [w]i ⊂ F(A) be the set of words representing the paths
between u and v whose length is at most |w| + ik, i.e.
b + ik},
[w]i = {p ∈ F(A) : p =G w and |b
p| 6 |w|

(23)

where i > 0.
Theorem 7.3.1 The set [w]i can be built recursively as follows:
[w]i = {p ∈ F(A) : p = (t(q(r,t) )−1 )red ,
∃r ∈ [w]i−1 and t ∈ F(A) s.t. q(r,t) ∈ D},

(24)

where i > 0 and [w]0 = PdDΓ /ke (w).
Proof. The proof is by induction on [w]i . By Corollary 7.2.1, [w]0 =
PdDΓ /ke (w). Assuming Eq. (24) to hold for [w]i−1 , it must be proved it for
[w]i . Eq. (24) implies that: 1) p =G w due to p =G r (by Preposition 7.1.2)
b + ik due to
and r =G w (by the induction hypothesis); and 2) |b
p| 6 |w|
(u,v)
(u,v)
|p| = |t| + |q
|, where |q
| 6 k, |t| = |r| (by Definition 4.4.3), and |r| 6
|w| + (i − 1)k (by the induction hypothesis). Therefore, Eq. (24) defines the
b between u and v that satisfy |b
b + ik and Theorem 7.3.1
set of paths p
p| 6 |w|
holds for i > 0.

Corollary 7.3.1 Let i be the smallest positive integer such that [w]i = [w]i−1 .
Then, words in [w]i−1 represent all paths between u and v.
Corollary 7.3.2 The set of words p representing the paths between u and v such
b + (i − 2)k < |b
b + ik is given by:
that |w|
p| 6 |w|
[w]i \ [w]i−2 = {p ∈ F(A) : p = (t(q(r,t) )−1 )red ,
∃ r ∈ [w]i−1 \ [w]i−2 and t ∈ F(A) s.t. q(r,t) ∈ D}.

(25)

Given the set [w]i−1 , Algorithm 6 computes [w]i . First, [w]i−2 is computed (line 1). Then, [w]i is initialized to [w]i−2 (line 2). Finally, Eq. (25)
is implemented (for loop at line 3). The set [w]i results from the union of
[w]i−2 and [w]i \ [w]i−2 .
Lemma 7.3.1 Given the set [w]i−1 , Algorithm 6 computes the paths of length
bounded by l = |w| + ik, i.e. [w]i , in time O(|D|∆Γ l|[w]i−1 \ [w]i−2 |).
Proof. The set T(r) is computed |[w]i−1 \ [w]i−2 | times. The computation of
T(r) takes O(|D|∆Γ |r|) time units due to Lemma 7.1.1. From Eq. (21), |r| 6
|w| + ik = l. Therefore, Algorithm 6 computes [w]i in time O(|D|∆Γ l|[w]i−1 \
[w]i−2 |).

Example 7.3.1 Consider the set of words [bac]0 = {bac, bca} and the WDA of
BS(4) (Table 4). To compute [bac]1 , Algorithm 6 proceeds as follows:
1) [bac]−1 ← ∅.
2) [bac]1 ← ∅.

7.3 computing the k -shortest paths

Algorithm 6 Compute paths of bounded length.
Input: The automaton Diff = (D, B, δ, eA ).
Input: The set of words [w]i−1 ⊂ F(A).
Output: The set of words [w]i ⊂ F(A) representing the paths of length
bounded by |w| + ik between any pair of nodes u and v.
1: [w]i−2 ← {r ∈ [w]i−1 : |r| 6 |w| + (i − 2)k}.
2: [w]i ← [w]i−2 .
3: for r ∈ [w]i−1 \ [w]i−2 do
4:
Compute T(r) (Algorithm 3).
5:
Ur ← {(t(q)−1 )red ∈ F(A) : t ∈ T, ∀(q, T) ∈ T(r)}.
6:
[w]i ← [w]i ∪ Ur .
7: return [w]i .
3) r ← bac
a) T(r) ← {(eA , {bca}), (cb, {aba})}.
b) Ur ← {bca, ababc}.
c) [bac]1 ← ∅ ∪ {bca, ababc}.
4) r ← bca
a) T(r) ← {(eA , {bac}), (ab, {cbc})}.
b) Ur ← {bac, cbcba}.
c) [bca]1 ← {bca, ababc} ∪ {bac, cbcba}.
5) Return [bca]1 .
d bca,
d ababc
\ and cbcba
\ are all the paths in BS(4) (see FigTherefore, bac,
d
ure 12b) satisfying the following conditions: 1) they join the same nodes as bac,
and 2) their length bounded by ik + |bac|, where i = 1 and k = 2.
7.3.2 Computing the K-shortest paths
Algorithm 7 computes the K-shortest paths between two nodes u and v.
First, the set of the minimal paths PdDΓ /ke is computed (line 2). Then, the
set of paths [w]i is sequentially computed for i > 2 and stored in [w]new
(line 12-13). The algorithm finishes when the K-shortest paths have been
computed, i.e. |[w]new | > K (if condition at line 5) or when all possible
paths haven computed, i.e. [w]new = [w]old (while loop at line 4).
Lemma 7.3.2 Algorithm 7 computes the K-shortest paths, where K > 1, between
two nodes of a CG in time O(max{Kl, D2Γ }|D|∆Γ ), where l is the length of the K-th
shortest path.
Proof. The set of the minimal paths is computed in time O(max{|PdDΓ /ke−1 ,
DΓ }|D|∆Γ DΓ ) due to Lemma 7.2.3. Then the set [w]i is computed for
1 6 i 6 K. It takes O(|D|∆Γ l|[w]i−1 |) time units due to Lemma 7.3.1.
Since PdDΓ /ke−1 ⊂ [w]i−1 and K ≈ |[w]i−1 |, the algorithm finishes in time
O(max{Kl, D2Γ }|D|∆Γ ).

Example 7.3.2 Consider the nodes ac and abcba in BS(4) (Figure 12b), and the
integer K = 3. To compute the 3-shortest paths, Algorithm 7 proceeds as follows:
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Algorithm 7 Compute the K-shortest paths.
Input: Label of the source node u ∈ L.
Input: Label of the destination node v ∈ L.
Input: A positive integer K.
Input: Value of the network diameter DΓ .
Input: Value of the fellow-traveler constant k.
Output: A set of words P ⊂ F(A) representing the K-shortest paths from
u to v.
1: i ← 1, [w]old ← ∅, P ← ∅.
2: Compute the minimal paths PdDΓ /ke (w) (Algorithm 5).
3: [w]new ← PdDΓ /ke (w).
4: while ([w]new 6= [w]old ) do
5:
if |[w]new | > K then
6:
P ← Set of the first K-ShortLex words in [w]new .
7:
return P.
8:
else
9:
Compute [w]i (Algorithm 6).
10:
[w]old ← [w]new , [w]new ← [w]i , P ← [w]i , i ← i + 1.
11: return P.
1) i ← 1, [w]old ← ∅, P ← ∅.
2) P3 (w) ← {bac, bca} (in BS(4), k = 2 and DΓ = 6).
3) [w]new ← {bac, bca}.
4) [w]new = {bac, bca} and [w]old = ∅, then
a) |[w]new | = 2 is less than K = 3, then
i. [w]1 ← {bac, bca, ababc, cbcba}.
ii. [w]old ← {bac, bca}, [w]new ← {bac, bca, ababc, cbcba},
P ← {bac, bca, ababc, cbcba}, i ← 2.
5) [w]new = {bac, bca, ababc, } and [w]old = {bac, bca}, then
a) |[w]new | = 4 is greater than K = 3, then
i. P ← {bac, bca, ababc}.
ii. Return P.
d
d
Therefore, the 3-shortest paths from ac to abcba are bac(ac),
bca(ac)
and
\
abacbc(ac).
7.4

computing the disjoint paths

7.4.1 Computing the shortest link-disjoint paths
Algorithm 8 computes the shortest link-disjoint paths two nodes u and v,
i.e. DE (u, v), where |DE (u, v)| = ∆Γ as CG are node-transitive [28, Theorem
3.7]. First, the set of the minimal paths PdDΓ /ke is computed (line 2). Then,
the set of paths [w]i is sequentially computed for i > 2 and stored in
[w]new (line 12-13). The shortest link-disjoint path from paths in DE (u, v)
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is searched in [w]i \ [w]i−1 (for loop at line 5). The strategy to identify linkdisjoint paths is to keep a record of the links of paths in DE (u, v), which is
given by the set ED (u). For each r ∈ [w]i \ [w]i−1 , the intermediate links in
the path br(u) are computed, i.e. Ebr (u) (line 6). If ED (u) ∩ Ebr (u) = ∅, then
br is link-disjoint from paths in DE (u, v) (if condition at line 7). Thereby
r is added to DE (u, v) and ED (u) is updated (lines 8-9). In addition, it
is checked if all link-disjoint paths have been computed, if so DE (u, v) is
returned (if condition at line 10). Otherwise, this process is repeated for
i + 1, and so on until |DE (u, v)| = ∆Γ (while loop at line 4).
Algorithm 8 Compute the shortest link-disjoint paths.
Input: Label of the source node u ∈ L.
Input: Label of the destination node v ∈ L.
Input: Value of the network degree ∆Γ .
Input: Value of the network diameter DΓ .
Input: Value of the fellow-traveler constant k.
Output: A set of words DE ⊂ F(A) representing the shortest link-disjoint
paths from u to v.
1: i ← 1, [w]old ← ∅, DE ← ∅, ED ← ∅.
2: Compute the minimal paths PdDΓ /ke (w) (Algorithm 5).
3: [w]new ← PdDΓ /ke (w).
4: while ([w]new 6= [w]old ) do
5:
for r ∈ [w]new \ [w]old do
6:
Compute Ebr (Lemma 7.1.2).
7:
if ED ∩ Ebr = ∅ then
8:
Add r to DE .
9:
ED ← ED ∪ Ebr .
10:
if |DE | = ∆Γ then
11:
return DE .
12:
Compute [w]i (Algorithm 6).
13:
[w]old ← [w]new , [w]new ← [w]i , i ← i + 1.
14: return DE .
Lemma 7.4.1 Algorithm 8 computes the shortest link-disjoint paths between any
two nodes of a CG in time O(K|D|∆Γ l3 ), where the longest path computed has
length l and is the K-th shortest path.
Proof. The set of the minimal paths is computed in time O(max{|PdDΓ /ke−1 ,
DΓ }|D|∆Γ DΓ ) due to Lemma 7.2.3. Then the set [w]i is computed for
1 6 i 6 K. It takes O(|D|∆Γ l|[w]i−1 |) time units due to Lemma 7.3.1. In addition, for each r ∈ [w]i , the set Ebr (u) is computed in time O(|D|∆Γ l3 ) due
to Lemma 7.1.2. Since K ≈ |[w]i |, Algorithm 8 finishes in time O(K|D|∆Γ l3 ).

Example 7.4.1 To compute the shortest link-disjoint paths from c to ac in BS(4)
(Figure 12b), Algorithm 8 proceeds as follows:
1) i ← 1, [w]old ← ∅, DE ← ∅, ED ← ∅.
2) P3 (w) ← {a} (in BS(4), k = 2 and DΓ = 6).
3) [w]new ← {a}.
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4) [w]new = {a} and [w]old = ∅, then
a) r ← a
i. Eab (c) ← [(c, ac)].
ii. ED ∩ Ecb (a) = ∅, then
• DE ← {a}.
• ED ← [(c, ac).
• |DE | = 1 is less than ∆Γ = 3.
b) [w]1 ← {a, cac}.
c) [w]old ← {a}, [w]new ← {a, cac}, i ← 2.
d) r ← cac.
i. Ecac
d (c) ← {(c, eA ), (eA , a), (a, ac)}.
ii. ED ∩ Ecac
d (c) = ∅, then
• DE ← {a, cac}.
• ED ← {(c, ac), (c, eA ), (eA , a), (a, ac)}.
• |DE | = 2 is less than ∆Γ = 3.
e) [w]2 ← {a, cac, babab}.
f) [w]old ← {a, cac}, [w]new ← {a, cac, babab}, i ← 3.
g) r ← babab.
i. Ebabab
\ (c) ← {(c, cb), (cb, cba), (cba, acba), (acba, acb),
(acb, ac)}.
ii. ED ∩ Ebabab
\ = ∅, then
• DE ← {a, cac, babab}.
• ED ← {(c, ac), (c, eA ), (eA , a), (a, ac), (c, cb), (cb, cba),
(cba, acba), (acba, acb), (acb, ac)}.
• |DE | = ∆Γ , then
– Return DE = {a, cac, babab}.
b(a), cd
Therefore, the shortest link-disjoint paths from a to ac are a
ac(a) and
\
babab(a).
7.4.2 Computing the shortest node-disjoint paths
Similarly to Algorithm 8, Algorithm 9 computes the set of node-disjoint
paths between any pair of nodes u and v, i.e. DV (u, v), where 23 (∆ + 1) 6
|DV | 6 ∆Γ since CG are node-transitive [28, Theorem 3.7].
Lemma 7.4.2 Algorithm 9 computes the shortest node-disjoint paths between
any two nodes of a CG in time O(K|D|∆Γ l3 ), where the longest path computed
has length l and is the K-th shortest path.
Proof. This proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 7.4.1.
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Algorithm 9 Compute the shortest node-disjoint paths.
Input: Label of the source node u ∈ L.
Input: Label of the destination node v ∈ L.
Input: Value of the network degree ∆Γ .
Input: Value of the network diameter DΓ .
Input: Value of the fellow-traveler constant k.
Output: A set of words DV (u, v) ⊂ F(A) representing the shortest nodedisjoint paths from u to v.
1: i ← 1, [w]old ← ∅, DV ← ∅, VD ← ∅.
2: Compute the minimal paths PdDΓ /ke (w) (Algorithm 5).
3: [w]new ← PdDΓ /ke (w).
4: while ([w]new 6= [w]old ) do
5:
for r ∈ [w]new \ [w]old do
6:
Compute Vbr (Lemma 7.1.3).
7:
if VD ∩ Vbr = ∅ then
8:
Add r to DV .
9:
VD ← VD ∪ Vbr .
10:
if |DV | = ∆Γ then
11:
return DV .
12:
Compute [w]i (Algorithm 6).
13:
[w]old ← [w]new , [w]new ← [w]i , i ← i + 1.
14: return DV .

7.5

computing the shortest paths avoiding a set of links
and nodes

Let Ef ⊂ L × L represent a set of links in E(Γ ) and let Vf ⊂ L represent a
set of nodes in V(Γ ). Given Ef , Vf and the labels of two nodes u, v ∈ L \ Vf ,
Algorithm 10 computes the shortest path from u to v containing neither
link in Ef nor nodes in Vf , if it exists. Otherwise, it returns Null. Similarly
to Algorithm 8 and Algorithm 9, the set of the minimal paths PdDΓ /ke is
computed (line 2); and then the set of paths [w]i is sequentially computed
for i > 0 (lines 12-13). For each r ∈ [w]i \ [w]i−1 , the links and intermediate
nodes in br(u) are computed (lines 6-7). If br(u) does not contain neither
links in Ef nor nodes in Vf , then r is returned (if condition at line 8).
Otherwise, the process is repeated for i + 1, and so on until the path is
found, if it exists (while loop at line 4).
Lemma 7.5.1 Algorithm 10 computes the shortest paths between any two nodes
of a CG, such that the computed paths avoid a set of links and nodes. The algorithm
runs in time O(K|D|∆Γ l3 ), where the longest path computed has length l and is
the K-th shortest path.
Proof. This proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 7.4.1.



Example 7.5.1 Consider the set of tuples Ef = {(aba, ba), (b, bc)}, the set of
words Vf = {bac, b}, and the nodes aba, bc in BS(4). To compute the shortest
path from bac to b that avoids avoiding links in Ef and nodes in Vf , Algorithm 10
proceeds as follows:
1) i ← 1, [w]old ← ∅.
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Algorithm 10 Compute the shortest paths avoiding a set of links and
nodes.
Input: Label of the source node u ∈ L.
Input: Label of the destination node v ∈ L.
Input: A set of tuples Ef ⊂ L × L representing a set of links in E(Γ ).
Input: A set of words Vf ⊂ L representing a set of nodes in V(Γ ), such
that u, v ∈
/ Vf .
Input: Value of the network diameter DΓ .
Input: Value of the fellow-traveler constant k.
Output: A word r ∈ F(A) representing the shortest path from u and v
containing neither links in Ef nor nodes in Vf . Null, if such a path
does not exist.
1: i ← 1, [w]old ← ∅.
2: Compute the minimal paths PdDΓ /ke (w) (Algorithm 5).
3: [w]new ← PdDΓ /ke (w).
4: while ([w]new 6= [w]old ) do
5:
for r ∈ [w]new \ [w]old do
6:
Compute Ebr (u) (Lemma 7.1.2).
7:
Compute Vbr (u) (Lemma 7.1.3).
8:
if (Ef ∩ Ebr (u) = ∅) AND (Vf ∩ Vbr (u) = ∅) then
9:
return r.
10:
Compute [w]i (Algorithm 6).
11:
[w]old ← [w]new , [w]new ← [w]i , i ← i + 1.
12: return Null.
2) P3 (w) ← {bac, bca} (in BS(4), k = 2 and DΓ = 6).
3) [w]new ← {bac, bca}.
4) [w]new = {a} and [w]old = ∅, then
a) r ← bac
i. Ebac
d (aba) ← [(aba, ba), (ba, b), (b, bc)].
ii. Vbac
d (aba) ← [(ba, b].
iii. Ef ∩ Ebac
d (aba) = {(aba, ba), (b, bc)} and Vf ∩ Vbac
d (aba) =
{b}.
b) r ← bca.
i. Ebca
d (aba) ← [(aba, ba), (ba, bac), (bac, bc)].
ii. Vbca
d (aba) ← [(ba, bac].
iii. Ef ∩ Ebca
d (aba) = {bac}.
d (aba) = {(aba, ba)} and Vf ∩ Vbca
c) [w]1 ← {bac, bca, ababc, cbcba}.
d) [w]old ← {bac, bca}, [w]new ← {bac, bca, ababc, cbcba}, i ← 2
e) r ← ababc.
i. Eababc
\ (aba) ← {(aba, ab), (ab, a), (a, eA ), (eA , b), (b, bc)}.
ii. Vababc
\ (aba) ← {ab, a, eA , b}.
iii. Ef ∩ Eababc
\ (aba) = {(b, bc)} and Vf ∩ Vababc
\ (aba) = {b}.
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f) r ← cbcba.
i. Ecbcba
\ (aba) ← {(aba, abac), (abac, abacb), (abacb, bacb),
(bacb, bac), (bac, bc)}.
ii. Vcbcba
\ (aba) ← {abac, abacb, bacbbac}.
iii. Ef ∩ Ecbcba
\ (aba) = ∅, then
\ (aba) = ∅ and Vf ∩ Vcbcba
• Return r = cbcba.
Therefore, the shortest path from aba to bc that avoids links in Ef and paths in
\
Vf is cbcba.
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FA U LT - T O L E R A N T M E C H A N I S M

The WPR supports multiple failures of both nodes and links. In addition,
it provides minimal routing paths in spite of nodes do not keep a global
record of failures. This chapter presents the fault-tolerant mechanism of
the WPR. First, the general operation of this mechanism is described. Then,
it is explained how nodes keep and update its local records of failures.
Finally, the processes of notification of failures and recovery from failures,
respectively, are presented.
8.1

general operation

To provide fault-tolerance, every node in the network keeps partial records
of faulty nodes and links. Then nodes use Algorithm 10 to compute the
routing paths avoiding the recorded failures. Since the computed paths
could contains failures that were not recorded, the fault-tolerant mechanism applies hop-by-hop routing in mode single-path. Recall from Section 1.2.2.3 that in hop-by-hop routing, the routing path is computed by
each node in the path. Then, it does not matter that the computed path
contains failures, provided that the next node in such a path is correct.
Table 16 introduces the notation used for defining the fault-tolerant mechanism. Recall from Table 14 that the network topology is defined by Γ (G, S).
Table 16: Notation of the fault-tolerant mechanism.

8.2

Parameter

Definition

VF ⊂ L

Labels of all faulty nodes in the network.

EF ⊂ L × L

Labels of all faulty links in the network.

Vu ⊆ VF

Faulty nodes recorded at node u.

Eu ⊆ EF

Faulty links recorded at node u.

f ∈ VF

Label of a faulty node.

(e, f) ∈ EF

Label of a faulty link.

r ∈ VΓ

Label of a recovered node.

(r, t) ∈ EΓ

Label of a recovered link.

failures’ records

As it is shown in Table 16, every node u in the network keeps partial
records of faulty nodes and links, which are denoted by Vu and Eu , respectively. This section focuses on the criterion to determine whether a
node u notified of a failure must update Vu and/or Eu . It is important
to mention that updating a record of failures refers to adding or remov-
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ing elements from it. The process of failure notification is presented in
Section 8.3.
8.2.1 Updating the faulty nodes record

Algorithm 11 Update the faulty nodes record Vu with the faulty node f.
Input: Label of node u ∈ L.
Input: Label of the faulty node f ∈ L.
Input: Faulty nodes record Vu ⊂ L.
Input: Faulty links record Eu ⊂ L × L.
Output: True, if Vu is updated. Otherwise, False.
1: update ← False.
2: for (d, e) ∈ Eu do
3:
if f ∈ (d, e) then
4:
Remove (d, e) from Eu .
5:
update ← True.
6: if update then
7:
Add f to Vu .
8:
return True.
9: for v ∈ {f · x : x ∈ A} \ {Vu ∪ {f}} do
10:
w1 ← the shortLex path from u to v avoiding nodes in Vu ∪ {f} and
links in Eu (Algorithm 10).
11:
w2 ← the shortLex path from u to v avoiding nodes in Vu \ {f} and
links in Eu (Algorithm 10).
12:
if (w1 = Null AND f ∈
/ Vu ) OR (w1 (1) 6= w2 (1) AND f ∈
/ Vu ) then
13:
Add f to Vu .
14:
return True.
15: if f ∈ Vu then
16:
Remove f from Vu .
17:
return True.
18: return False.
Algorithm 11 presents the steps to determine whether a node u notified
about the failure of a node f must update Vu . If f is recorded in Vu , then
it is not necessary to record its incident links in Eu . The algorithm returns
True if Vu is updated. Otherwise, it returns False. First, links in Eu that are
adjacent to f are searched and removed from Eu (for loop at line 2). If some
element was removed from Eu , then f is added to Vu and the algorithm
returns True (if condition at line 6). Otherwise, the algorithm proceeds as
follows. For each node v adjacent to f (for loop at line 9), the following
paths from u to v are computed:
• The shortLex path avoiding failures in Vu ∪ {f} and Eu , said path is
b 1 (line 10).
denoted by w
• The shortLex path avoiding failures in Vu and Eu , said path is deb 2 (line 11).
noted by w
The label f is recorded in Vu if f ∈
/ Vu and for some v (if condition at line
12):
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b 1 , i.e. w1 = Null, or
1) it is not possible to compute w
b 1 and w
b 2 begin at different links, i.e. w1 (1) 6= w2 (1).
2) paths w
b 1 and w
b 2 begin at the
Conversely, if f ∈ Vu and for every v, the paths w
same link (if condition at line 15), then the next nodes in the computed
paths are the same whether f is recorded or not. Therefore, the label f is
removed from Vu . The algorithm returns True whether f has been added
in or removed from Vu . Otherwise, it returns False. The following corollary
results from this process:
Corollary 8.2.1 Upon failing a node f, every node u will add f to Vu if: 1) after
node f fails, the network is disconnected, or 2) before node f fails, u and f were in
a chordless cycle.
b be the
Lemma 8.2.1 Let u be a node notified about the failure of a node f. Let w
longest path among the shortest paths (avoiding failures) from u to the adjacent
b and let K be an integer, such that w
b is
nodes to f. Let l denote the length of w
the K-th shortest path in the network without failures, i.e. Γ (G, S), from u to f.
Algorithm 11 updates the record of node failures of u in time O(K|D|∆2Γ l3 ).
Proof. The paths avoiding failures from u to each node adjacent to f are
computed. Each path is computed in time O(K|D|∆Γ l3 ) due to Lemma 7.5.1.
Therefore Algorithm 11 runs in time O(K|D|∆2Γ l3 ).

8.2.2

Updating the faulty links record

Algorithm 12 determines whether a node u notified about the failure of
a link (e, f) must update Eu . Similarly to Algorithm 11, for each node v
incident to (e, f) (for loop at line 1), the following paths are computed:
• The shortLex path from u to v avoiding the recorded failures and the
b 1 (line 2).
faulty link (e, f), i.e. w
• The shortLex path from u to v avoiding the recorded failures except
c2 (line 3).
the faulty link (e, f), i.e. w
The tuple (e, f) is recorded in Eu if (e, f) ∈
/ Eu and for some v (if condition
at line 4):
b 1 , i.e. w1 = Null, or
1) it is not possible to compute w
b 1 and w
b 2 begin at different links, i.e. w1 (1) 6= w2 (1).
2) paths w
b 1 and w
b 2 begin at the
Conversely, if (e, f) ∈ Eu and for every v, paths w
same link (if condition at line 7), then the next nodes in the computed
paths are the same whether f is recorded or not. Therefore, the tuple (e, f)
is removed from Eu . The algorithm returns True whether (e, f) has been
added in or removed from Eu . Otherwise, it returns False. The following
corollary results from this process:
Corollary 8.2.2 Upon failing a link (e, f), every node u will add (e, f) to Eu if:
1) after link (e, f) fails, the network is disconnected, or 2) before link (e, f) fails, u
and (e, f) were in a chordless cycle.
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Algorithm 12 Update the faulty links record Eu with the faulty link (e, f).
Input: Label of node u ∈ L.
Input: Label of a faulty link (e, f) ∈ L × L.
Input: Faulty nodes record Vu ⊂ L.
Input: Faulty links record Eu ⊂ L × L.
Output: True, if Eu is updated. Otherwise, False.
1: for v ∈ {e, f} \ Vu do
2:
w1 ← the shortLex path from u to v avoiding nodes in Vu and links
in Eu ∪ {(e, f)} (Algorithm 10).
3:
w2 ← the shortLex path from u to v avoiding nodes in Vu and links
in Eu \ {(e, f)} (Algorithm 10).
4:
if (w1 = Null AND (e, f) ∈
/ Eu ) OR (w1 (1) 6= w2 (1) AND (e, f) ∈
/
Eu ) then
5:
Add (e, f) to Eu .
6:
return True.
7: if (e, f) ∈ Eu then
8:
Remove (e, f) from Eu .
9:
return True.
10: return False.
b
Lemma 8.2.2 Let u be a node notified about the failure of a link (e, f). Let w
be the longest path among the shortest paths (avoiding failures) from u to each
b and let K be an integer, such that w
b is
node in {e, f}. Let l denote the length of w
the K-th shortest path in the network (without failures), i.e. Γ (G, S). Algorithm 12
updates the record of link failures of u in time O(K|D|∆Γ l3 ).
Proof. The paths avoiding failures from u to each node in {e, f} are computed. Each path is computed in time O(K|D|∆Γ l3 ) due to Lemma 7.5.1.
Therefore Algorithm 12 runs in time O(K|D|∆Γ l3 ).

8.3

notifications of faulty nodes and links

The notification processes of faulty nodes and links are presented in Algorithm 13 and Algorithm 14, respectively. When a node or link fails, the
failure notification beginss at each node z adjacent to the faulty node or
incident to the faulty link. This process proceeds as follows. First, the label
of the faulty node or link is computed by concatenating the label of node
z and the port connected to the faulty element. Then, the resulting label is
added to the corresponding record of failures. Finally, whether the failure
corresponds to a node or link, a message FAULTY_NODE or FAULTY_LINK is
sent through the active ports of z. This message contains the label of the
faulty element and the failure records of z.
Each node u receiving a failure notification message (from a node v)
updates its record of failures (if it is necessary) executing whether Algorithm 11 or Algorithm 12 according to the kind of message. If the failures
records are not updated, node u ends its process of failure notification.
Otherwise, for each failure recorded in v but not in u, the corresponding
faulty record is updated. Note that recording a new failure could involve
recording some failures in Vv . Finally, a new message of failure notifica-
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tion is sent through the active ports of u except for the one connected to v.
Figure 18 illustrates the process of node failure notification in BS(4).
Algorithm 13 Notification of a faulty node.
Upon failing a node f, each node z adjacent to f do:
f ← the canonical form of z · x, where x is the port connected to the
faulty node f.
2: Add f to Vz .
3: Send out the message FAULTY_NODE(f, Vz , Ez ) through its active ports.

1:

Every node u receiving a message FAULTY_NODE(f, Vv , Ev ) through its port
x do:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

update ← update Vu with f (Algorithm 11).
if update then
for f ∈ Vv \ Vu do
Update Vu with f (Algorithm 11).
for (e, f) ∈ Ev \ Eu do
Update Eu with (e, f) (Algorithm 12).
Send out a message FAULTY_NODE(f, Vu , Eu ) through its active ports
except x.

Lemma 8.3.1 Let f be a new faulty node, such that the largest chordless that includes f (after node f fails) has length c. Then the notification of the faulty node f
 4
 
takes O(max{1, |VΓ |, |EΓ |}K|D|∆2Γ 2c ) time units and requires O(∆Γ |N(f, 2c )|)
messages applying Algorithm 13.
Proof. Regarding to the time complexity. When a node u at distance l from
node f receives a message NODE_FAILURE from a node v, it tries to update its
record of node failures on the new failure, i.e. f, which takes O(K|D|∆2Γ l3 )
due to Lemma 8.2.1. If the record of node failures was updated, then it is
again updated on the new node and link failures recorded by v, i.e |Vv \
Vu | + |Ev \ Eu | times. In the worst case, |Vv \ Vu | + |Ev \ Eu | = |VΓ | + |EΓ |, and
hence u updates its records of failures in time O(max{1, |VΓ |, |EΓ |}K|D|∆2Γ l3 )
due to Lemma 8.2.1 andLemma
8.2.2. By Corollary 8.2.1, the last noti
fied node is at distance 2c from f. Then assuming that each message
NODE_FAILURE incurs in a delay of at most one time unit, the process of
notification of a faulty node takes
 3
 4
Pd 2c e
1 + l=1
(max{1, |VΓ |, |EΓ |}K|D|∆2Γ 2c ) ≈ O(max{1, |VΓ |, |EΓ |}K|D|∆2Γ 2c )
time units from the beginning of the execution. Turning
now to the mes
c
sage complexity.
All
notified
nodes
are
in
the
-neighborhood
of f, i.e.
2

c
N(f, 2 ), see Definition 2.1.11, due to Corollary 8.2.1. Since each notified
node sends at most ∆Γ − 1 messages, the total number of messages
transc
mitted during the notification of a faulty node is O(∆Γ |N(f, 2 )|).

Lemma 8.3.2 Let (e, f) be a new faulty link, such that largest chordless that
includes (e, f) (after link (e, f) fails) has length c. Then the notification of the
 c 4
faulty link (e,
f)
takes
O(max{1,
|V
|,
|E
|}
K|D|∆2
Γ
Γ
Γ
2 ) time units and requires
 
O(∆Γ |N(f, 2c )|) messages applying Algorithm 14.
Proof. This proof proceeds as the proof of Lemma 8.3.1.
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Figure 18: Process of node failure notification in BS(4).

8.4 notification of recovered nodes and links

Algorithm 14 Notification of a faulty link.
Upon failing a link (e,f), each node z incident to (e,f) do:
f ← the canonical form of z · x, where x is the port connected to the
faulty link (e, f).
2: Add (e, f) to Ez , where e = z.
3: Send out the message FAULTY_LINK((e, f), Vz , Ez ) through its active
ports.
1:

Every node u receiving a message FAULTY_LINK((e, f), Vv , Ev ) through its
port x do:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

8.4

update ← update Eu with (v, f) (Algorithm 12).
if update then
for f ∈ Vv \ Vu do
Update Vu with f (Algorithm 11).
for (v, f) ∈ Ev \ Eu do
Update Eu with (e, f) (Algorithm 12).
Send out a message FAULTY_LINK((e, f), Vu , Eu ) through its active
ports except x.

notification of recovered nodes and links

The notification processes of nodes and links recovered from a failure are
presented in Algorithm 15 and Algorithm 16. Similarly to a failure notification, a recovery notification is initiated in each node z adjacent to the
recovered node or incident to the recovered link. First, the label of the recovered element is computed and removed from the corresponding record
of failures. Then, for each failure recorded in u, the corresponding faulty
record is updated, which could involve remove other elements from the
records of failures. Finally, whether the recovered element is a node or a
link, a message RECOVERED_NODE or RECOVERED_LINK is sent through the active ports of z except for the one connected to the recovered element. This
message contains the label of the recovered element.
Each node u receiving a recovery notification message (from a node v)
checks if the recovered element is in the record of failures. If not, node
u ends the process of recovery notification. Otherwise, the label of the
recovered element is removed from the corresponding record of failures.
Then, for each failure recorded in u, the records of failures are updated.
Finally, a new message of recovery notification is sent through the active
ports of u except for the one connected to v.
Lemma 8.4.1 Let r be a new recovered node, such that largest chordless that
includes r (after recovering node r) has length c. Then the notification of the re 4
covered node rtakes OO(max{1, |VΓ |, |EΓ |}K|D|∆2Γ 2c ) time units and requires
O(∆Γ |N(f, 2c )|) messages applying Algorithm 15.
Proof. This proof proceeds as the proof of Lemma 8.3.1.



Lemma 8.4.2 Let (r, t) be a new recovered link, such that largest chordless that
includes (r, t) (after recovering link (r, t)) has length c. Then the notification of
 4
the recovered link (r, t) takes O(max{1, |VΓ |, |EΓ |}K|D|∆2Γ 2c ) time units and
requires O(∆Γ |N(f, 2c )|) messages applying Algorithm 16.
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Algorithm 15 Notification of a recovered node.
Upon recovering a node r after failing, each node z adjacent to r do:
1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

r ← the canonical form of z · x, where x is the port connected to the
recovered node r.
Remove r from Vz .
for f ∈ Vz do
Update Vz with f (Algorithm 11).
for (e, f) ∈ Ez do
Update Ez with (e, f) (Algorithm 12).
Send out the message RECOVERED_NODE(r) through its active ports except x.

Every node u receiving a message RECOVERED_NODE(r) through its port x
do:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

if r ∈ Vu then
Remove r from Vu .
for f ∈ Vu do
Update Vu with f (Algorithm 11).
for (e, f) ∈ Eu do
Update Eu with (e, f) (Algorithm 12).
Send out the message RECOVERED_NODE(r) through its active ports
except x.

Algorithm 16 Notification of a recovered link.
Upon recovering a link (r, t) after failing, each node z incident to (r, t) do:
1:

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

t ← the canonical form of z · x, where x is the port connected to the
recovered link (r, t).
Remove (r, t) from Ez , where r = z.
for f ∈ Vz do
Update Vz with f (Algorithm 11).
for (e, f) ∈ Ez do
Update Ez with (e, f) (Algorithm 12).
Send out the message RECOVERED_LINK(r, t) through its active ports
except x.

Every node u receiving a message RECOVERED_LINK(r, t) through its port x
do:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

if (r, t) ∈ Eu then
Remove (r, t) from Vu .
for f ∈ Ez do
Update Vz with f (Algorithm 11).
for (e, f) ∈ Ez do
Update Ez with (e, f) (Algorithm 12).
Send out the message RECOVERED_LINK(r, t) through its active ports
except x.

8.4 notification of recovered nodes and links

Proof. This proof proceeds as the proof of Lemma 8.3.1.
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Everything flows.
— Heraclitus

9

F O R WA R D I N G P R O T O C O L S

The forwarding protocols operate according to the kind of routing that is
working. Further details about the kinds of routing and their general operation are presented in Section 1.2.2.3. This chapter presents the forwarding protocols for: 1) deterministic routing, which applies source routing
in modes single-path and multi-path; and 2) fault-tolerant routing, which
applies hop-by-hop routing in mode single-path.
9.1

deterministic routing

In the WPR, each node is able to compute the shortest paths for a given
destination, such paths are represented by words denoting a sequence of
ports, see Section 4.3. Thereby, deterministic routing applies source routing, where the routing paths are computed only once for each message.
When a source node computes a routing path w = x1 x2 . . . xl , the first
letter in the path corresponds to the output port. The remaining substring
denotes the rest of the path, which is used as the new message header.
Lemma 9.1.1 A message header defined by the WPR, in deterministic mode, can
be represented with O(DΓ log (∆Γ )) bits.
Proof. A header in deterministic mode is given by the word representing
the ShortLex path from the next node in the routing path to the destination
node, thereby this proof is analogous to the proof of Lemma 6.1.1.

Algorithm 17 and Algorithm 18 present the steps for single-path and
multi-path forwarding in source nodes. Note that when the next node in
the path is the destination node, i.e. l = 1, the header consists of just
the symbol $ representing the empty path. as it is shown in Figure 14,
Algorithm 7, Algorithm 8 and Algorithm 9 provide the necessary path
diversity for multi-path. Depending on the routing requirements, any of
them can be used in the step 1 of Algorithm 18. Finally, Algorithm 19
presents the steps for forwarding in intermediate nodes, which is the same
for both modes single-path and multi-path.
Lemma 9.1.2 The forwarding decision in deterministic single-path mode of the
WPR is taken by source nodes using Algorithm 17, which runs in time O(|D|∆Γ D2
Γ)

due to Lemma 7.2.1.
Lemma 9.1.3 The forwarding decision in deterministic multi-path mode of the
WPR is taken by source nodes using Algorithm 18, which runs in time O(K|D|∆Γ l3 ),

where the K- shortest paths are computed and the largest one has length l, due to
Lemma 7.3.2, Lemma 7.4.1 and Lemma 7.4.2.
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Algorithm 17 Single-path forwarding in source nodes
Input: A message MSG.
Input: Label of the source node u ∈ L.
Input: Label of the destination node v ∈ L.
b from u to v, where w = x1 x2 . . . xl (Al1: Compute the shortest path w
gorithm 4).
2: if l = 1 then
3:
Prepare a header h ← $.
4: else
5:
Prepare a header h ← x2 . . . xl .
6: Attach h to MSG.
7: Set the output p ← x1 .
8: Forward MSG through p.

Algorithm 18 Multi-path forwarding in source nodes
Input: A set of messages messages MSG1 , MSG2 , . . ., MSGm .
Input: Label of the source node u ∈ L.
Input: Label of the destination node v ∈ L.
b 1, w
b 2, . . . w
b m from u to v, where wi =
1: Compute a set of m paths w
xi,1 xi,2 . . . xi,li (Algorithm 7 / Algorithm 8 / Algorithm 9).
2: for each MSGi do
3:
if li = 1 then
4:
Prepare a header hi ← $.
5:
else
6:
Prepare a header hi ← xi,2 . . . xi,li .
7:
Attach each hi to MSGi .
8:
Set the output port pi ← xi,1 .
9:
Forward MSGi through pi .

Algorithm 19 Forwarding in intermediate nodes
Input: A message MSG.
1: Read the header h 0 = y1 y2 . . . yj of MSG.
2: if h 0 = $ then
3:
Finish.
4: if j > 1 then
5:
Prepare a new header h ← y2 . . . yj .
6: else
7:
Prepare a new header h ← $.
8: Replace the old header h 0 by the new one h in MSG.
9: Set the output p ← y1 .
10: Forward MSG through p.

9.2 fault-tolerant routing

Lemma 9.1.4 The forwarding decision in mode deterministic of the WPR is taken
by intermediate nodes using Algorithm 19, which runs in time O(1) due to the
next node in the path is encoded in the message header and thus no path is computed.
9.2

fault-tolerant routing

To provide fault-tolerance, the WPR applies hop-by-hop routing in mode
single-path. The routing path is computed at the source node and if it
is necessary also at some intermediate nodes. Every node keeps records
of link and node failures, and uses Algorithm 10 to compute the routing
path avoiding the recorded failures. Since nodes keep a partial record of
failures, it is possible that the computed path contains failures that were
not recorded. However, what it is important in hop-by-hop routing is that
the next node in the computed path is correct.
Before explaining the forwarding protocol, let us present the types of
message headers. A header consists of a string with at most DΓ + 1 symb or h. For headers beginning
bols. The first symbol in the header must be h
b
with h, the remaining substring denotes the path from the node receiving
the message to the destination node. For headers beginning with h, the
remaining substring denotes the label of the destination node.
Lemma 9.2.1 A message header defined by the WPR, in fault-tolerant mode, can
be represented with O(DΓ log (∆Γ )) bits.
Proof. In fault-tolerant mode, the WPR defines two kinds of headers. The
first one is given by a word representing a path of length less o equal to the
network diameter. The second one is given by the label of the destination
node. Both headers can be represented with O(DΓ log (∆Γ )) bits. The proof
is analogous to the proof of Lemma 6.1.1.

Let us now present Algorithm 20, which describe the process of faulttolerant forwarding in source nodes. Consider a source node u that wants
to send a message MSG to another node v. First, the shortest path to v
avoiding the recorded failures is computed, i.e. w = x1 x2 . . . xl , (line 1). If
there is no path to v, the algorithm ends (if condition at line 2). Otherwise,
a header is prepared according to the size of the computed path according
to the following cases:
Case 1: The computed path has length 1 (line 4).
In this case, the header is h · $. It indicates to the next node in the path that
is the destination node.
Case 2: The computed path is larger than 1 but shorter than the network
diameter (line 6).
b · x2 . . . xl . The next in the path may or may not
In this case, the header is h
compute the remaining routing path to the destination node depending
on whether there are failures in the network or not.
Case 3: The computed path is larger than the network diameter (line 8).
In this case, the header is h · v. It avoid to have headers with more that
DΓ + 1 symbols However, the next node in the path must compute the
remaining routing path to the destination node.
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Finally, the header is attached to MSG and it is forwarded towards the
next node in the path (lines 10-12).
Algorithm 20 Fault-tolerant forwarding in source nodes
Input: A message MSG.
Input: Label of the source node u ∈ L.
Input: Label of the destination node v ∈ L.
b from u to v avoiding nodes in Vu and
1: Compute the shortest path w
links Eu , where w = x1 x2 . . . xl (Algorithm 10).
2: if w = Null then
3:
Finish.
4: if l = 1 then
b · $.
5:
Prepare a header h ← h
6: else if 1 < l 6 DΓ then
b · x2 . . . xl .
7:
Prepare a header h ← h
8: else if l > DΓ then
9:
Prepare a header h ← h · v.
10: Attach h to MSG.
11: Set the output p ← x1 .
12: Forward MSG through p.

Lemma 9.2.2 The forwarding decision in fault-tolerant mode of the WPR is taken
by source nodes employing Algorithm 20, which execute Algorithm 10 to compute
the routing path. Then Algorithm 20 runs in time O(K|D|∆Γ l3 ), where the shortest path avoiding failures is the K-th shortest path in the network without failures
and has length l, due to Lemma 7.5.1.
Turning now to present Algorithm 21, which describe the process of
fault-tolerant forwarding in intermediate nodes, consider an intermediate
node u that receives a message MSG with header h 0 . First, it is checked
whether u is the destination node. If so, the routing process ends (if condition at line 2). Otherwise, a new header is prepared and the output port
is identified according to the following two cases:
Case 1: h 0 consists of the routing path and there is no failures recorded
(line 4).
In this case, the routing path and output port are given by h 0 .
Case 2: h 0 consists of the label of the destination node or there are failures
recorded (line 10).
In this case, the label of the destination node is computed (if conditions at
lines 11 and 13) and the algorithm proceeds similarly to Algorithm 20.
Finally, the old header h 0 is replaced by the new one h in MSG and it is
forwarded towards the next node in the path (lines 25-26).
Lemma 9.2.3 The forwarding decision in fault-tolerant mode of the WPR is taken
by intermediate nodes employing Algorithm 21. If the routing path is given by
the message header, then no path is computed and thus the algorithm runs in time
O(1). If the routing path needs to be computed, then it is executed Algorithm 10
to compute it. Therefore, the algorithm runs in time O(K|D|∆Γ l3 ), where the

9.2 fault-tolerant routing

Algorithm 21 Fault-tolerant forwarding in intermediate nodes
Input: A message MSG.
Input: Label of the intermediate node u ∈ L.
1: Read the header h 0 = y1 y2 . . . yj from MSG.
b · $ then
2: if h 0 = h
3:
Finish.
b AND Vu = ∅ AND Eu = ∅ then
4: if y1 = h
5:
if j = 2 then
b · $.
6:
Prepare a new header h ← h
7:
else if j > 2 then
b · y3 . . . y j .
8:
Prepare a new header h ← h
9:
Set the output p ← y2 .
10: else if y1 = h OR Vu 6= ∅ OR Eu 6= ∅ then
11:
if y1 = h then
12:
v ← y2 . . . y j .
b then
13:
else if y1 = h
14:
v ← the canonical form of u · y3 . . . yj (Algorithm 1).
b from u to v avoiding nodes in Vu and
15:
Compute the shortest path w
links Eu , where w = x1 x2 . . . xl (Algorithm 10).
16:
if w = Null then
17:
Finish.
18:
if l = 1 then
b · $.
19:
Prepare a new header h ← h
20:
else if 1 < l 6 DΓ then
b · x2 . . . xl .
21:
Prepare a new header h ← h
22:
else if l > DΓ then
23:
Prepare a new header h ← h · v.
24:
Set the output p ← x1 .
25: Replace the old header h 0 by the new one h in MSG.
26: Forward MSG through p.
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shortest path avoiding failures is the K-th shortest path in the network without
failures and has length l, due to Lemma 7.5.1.

What need you flow so fast?
— Anonymous

10

C O M P L E X I T Y A N A LY S I S

This chapter presents a complexity analysis of the WPR. The analysis is
based on the complexity measures presented in Section 1.2.3 and follows
the notation presented in Table 14. This chapter proceeds as follow. First,
a space complexity analysis of the WD automaton is presented. These results determine the space and time complexity of the WPR. After that, the
analyses regarding space and time complexity of the WPR are presented. It
involves an evaluation on the families of CGs introduced in Table 2. Then,
complexities of the distributed processes employed by the WPR are summarized. Finally, it is presented a comparison between the WPR and the
state of the art on routing in CGs that is presented in Chapter 5.
10.1

the word-difference automaton

This section presents a space complexity analysis of the WD automaton, i.e.
Diff . This automaton is of major importance in the operation of the WPR
and their path computation algorithms as it encodes the structure of its
related CG (see Section 6.1.3). as it is shown in the following subsections,
the space and time complexity of the WPR depends on the space complexity
of Diff and its number of states, i.e. |D|.
Lemma 10.1.1 The space complexity of the WD automaton, i.e. Diff, depends
on the value of the fellow-traveler constant of its related CG, i.e. k, as follows:
1) O(∆3Γ log(∆Γ )) if k = 1, 2) O(∆k+1
log(∆Γ )) if 1 < k < DΓ , and 3) O(n∆2Γ log(∆Γ ))
Γ
if k ≈ O(DΓ ).
Proof. From Definition 4.4.3, the set of states of Diff is given by D and its
set of transitions is given by tuples in B. In the worst case, the number of
transitions of Diff is |D||B|, where |B| ≈ O(∆2Γ ). Since each transition can be
represented by O(log(∆Γ )) bits, the set of transitions can be represented
by O(|D|∆2Γ log(∆Γ )) bits. From Definition 4.4.2, D is given by the labels of
nodes in the k-neighbourhood of node $, i.e. N($, k), see Definition 2.1.11.
Thereby the space complexity of Diff depends on the value of k as follows:
1) If k = 1, then D = A ∪ {$} and |D| = ∆Γ + 1. Thus D can be represented by O(∆Γ log(∆Γ )) bits and the set of transitions can be represented by O(∆3Γ log(∆Γ )) bits. Therefore, the space complexity of Diff
is O(∆3Γ log(∆Γ )).
P
k−1
l
2) If 1 < k < DΓ , then, in the worst case, |D| ≈ O( k
).
l=0 ∆Γ ) = O(∆Γ
Pk
l
k
Thus D can be represented by O( l=0 l∆Γ log(∆Γ )) = O(k∆Γ log(∆))
bits and the set of transitions can be represented by O(∆k+1
log(∆Γ ))
Γ
k+1
bits. Therefore, the space complexity of Diff is O(∆Γ log(∆Γ )).
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3) If k ≈ O(DΓ ), then D = L and |D| ≈ O(n). Thus D can be repreP Γ
3
sented by O(DΓ log (∆Γ ) D
l=1 l) = O(DΓ log (∆Γ )) bits and the set
of transitions can be represented by O(n∆2Γ log(∆Γ )) bits. Therefore,
the space complexity of Diff is O(n∆2Γ log(∆Γ )).

From Lemma 10.1.1, the size of Diff depends on the value of k and the
cadinality of D. More concretely, it depends just on the value of k as D
is defined in terms of k, i.e. D is given by the labels of nodes in N($, k).
In [32], it is shown that the value of k is bounded by the hyperbolicity, i.e.
k
DΓ
δ of the CG, according to the relation δ > , where δ 6
, then k 6
2
2
DΓ . as it is explained in Lemma 10.1.1, if k = DΓ , then D represents the
whole network graph. Nevertheless, the value of k was calculated through
computer simulations for the families of CGs introduced in Table 2. Table 17
shows the upper-bounds of the value of k and the cardinality of D for
evaluated families of CGs. as it is shown, the value of k is bounded in
the 2D Torus, Hypercube, Transposition and Bubble-sort graphs, whereas
in the Star and Butterfly graphs, k grows proportionally in terms of DΓ .
Actually the value of k for Butterfly graphs is very close to DΓ .
It is important to mention that different lexicographic orders may result
in Diff of different sizes (see [37] Section 13.2.1). It is unknown which lexicographic order leads to the smallest Diff . The results presented in Table 17
were obtained by using the lexicographic order given by the definitions of
the generating sets of CGs introduced in Section 3.3.1.
Table 17: Estimate of the fellow-traveler constant and the cardinality of the set of
word-differences.

Cayley graph
family
2D

k

Torus

|D|
O(1)

2
Hypercube

O(log(n))

Bubble-sort

4

O(log(n)3 )

Star

O(DΓ )

O(n)

Transposition

2

O(log(n))

Butterfly

O(DΓ )

O(n)

10.2 space complexity

10.2

space complexity

This section presents results about space complexity of the WPR. In order to
compare the WPR and its path computation algorithms with the state of the
art on routing for CG, the results are organized as follows: memory space
requirements per node to maintain the WPR, space complexity of the path
computation algorithms (which runs in each node) and space complexity
of message headers.
From Section 6.1, the routing information required by each node to
maintain the WPR consists of: 1) a unique node label; 2) a routing table;
and 3) the WD automaton. Among these information, the path computation algorithms require only the WD automaton. Regarding to message
headers, they consist of: a word representing a ShortLex path if the routing
process is deterministic, or a word representing either a shortest path or a
node label if the routing process is fault-tolerant. Table 18 summarizes the
memory space requirements of the WPR. as it is shown, node labels and
message headers have the same size, which is determined by ∆Γ and DΓ .
The size of routing tables depends only on ∆Γ . Finally, the size of the WD
automaton depends on ∆Γ and k.
Table 19 summarizes the space complexity of the WPR working on the
families of CGs introduced in Table 2. Note that the information presented
in Table 19 is organized according to the routing information introduced
in Table 18. Regarding the memory space requirements per node, Hypercube graphs have the lowest ones as they have the lowest values of ∆Γ , DΓ
and k. Conversely, the Star and Butterfly graphs have the highest memory space requirements per node and the highest space complexity for the
path computation algorithms algorithms. The reason is that these families
of CGs have a value of k that grows proportionally to DΓ and then the size
of the WD automaton is close to the size of the whole CG. Turning now to
2D Torus graphs, these CGs also have high memory space requirements per
node, i.e. O(n1/2 ), which is determined by their value of DΓ . However, the
space complexity of the path computation algorithms on 2D Torus graphs
is constant as its values of k and ∆Γ are constant. Finally, in Bubble-sort
and Transposition graphs, the memory space requirements per node and
space complexity of the path computation algorithms are polylogarithmic
due to their values of ∆Γ and DΓ are also polylogarithmic and their values
of k are constant. Regarding to the space complexity of the message headers (and node labels), it is polylogarithmic in all the analyzed families of
CGs except 2D Torus graphs, which have the largest message headers.
10.3

time complexity

This section presents a summary of the forwarding decision time complexity of the WPR, and time complexity of their path computation algorithms. These algorithms and their time complexity analysis are presented
in Chapter 7. The forwarding protocols and their time complexity analysis
are presented in Chapter 9. Table 20 summarizes the time complexity of
the path computation algorithms. The value of K indicates the number of
paths that are computed, meanwhile l indicates the length of the largest
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Table 18: Space complexity of the Word-Processing-based Routing.

O(1)
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O(log(n)6 log(log(n)))

O(n log(n)2 log(log(n)))

O(log(n)5 log(log(n)))

O(log(n) log(log(n)))

O(log(n)2 log(log(n)))
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O(1)
O(log(n)3 log(log(n)))
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(path computation algorithms)

Word-difference automaton

O(log(n) log(log(n)))
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/ message header
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2D
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Table 19: Space complexity of the Word-Processing-based Routing on specific families of Cayley graphs.
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path that is computed (sometimes l = DΓ ). Recall from Chapter 7 that
paths are sequentially computed from the shortest path until all the required paths are computed. Therefore, the shortest path is computed at
the beginning of all the path computation algorithms, and then the time
complexity of the shortest path algorithm (Algorithm 4) is included into
the time complexity of the remaining algorithms. In addition to K, l and
DΓ , the time complexity depends on |D| and ∆Γ . The reason is that paths
are searched by exploring the WD automaton, whose states and transitions
are given by D and ∆Γ , respectively.
Table 20: Time complexity of the path computation algorithms of the WordProcessing-based Routing.

Algorithm
Algorithm 4
Algorithm 5
Algorithm 7
Algorithm 8
Algorithm 9

Computed

Time

paths

complexity

The shortest
path
The minimal
paths
The K-shortest
paths

Lemma 7.2.1

O(max{K, DΓ }|D|∆Γ DΓ )

Lemma 7.2.3

O(max{Kl, D2Γ }|D|∆Γ )

Lemma 7.3.2
Lemma 7.4.1

disjoint paths
The nodeThe shortest

Algorithm 10

O(|D|∆Γ D2Γ )

The link-

disjoint paths
path avoiding
a set of nodes

Proof

Lemma 7.4.2
O(K|D|∆Γ

l3 )
Lemma 7.5.1

and links
Table 21 presents the forwarding decision time complexity of the WPR.
Recall from Section 1.2.2.3 that in source routing, routing paths are computed just in source nodes, hence the forwarding decision time is constant
in intermediate nodes. Conversely, in hop-by-hop routing, routing paths
are computed along all nodes in the path. If the forwarding decision involves the computation of routing paths, then some of the algorithms presented in Table 20 are employed. The selection of the algorithm depends
on the adaptability and path diversity required.
Table 22 presents the time complexity of the path computation algorithms running in the families of CGs presented in Table 2. Then, this table
also provides the complexity of the forwarding decision time as it is defined by the path computation algorithms. The 2D Torus, Star and Butterfly
graphs have the highest time complexity in all the algorithms. In the case
of 2D Torus graphs, the high time complexity is a consequence of their
high value of DΓ . In the case of Star and Butterfly graphs, their high value
of k results in a large |D| and thus in high time complexity. Regarding Hypercube, Bubble-sort and Transposition graphs, the time complexity of all
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Table 21: Forwarding decision time complexity of the Word-Processing-based
Routing.
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the algorithms is polylogarithmic due to ∆Γ and DΓ have polylogarithmic
growth, and the value of k is constant and then |D| also have polylogarithmic growth. All the path computation algorithms have their lowest time
complexity in Hypercube graphs due to their low values of ∆Γ , DΓ and k.
10.4

complexity of distributed processes

The WPR uses the following distributed processes: 1) node label assignment (Section 6.3), 2) (node/link) failure notification (Section 8.3), and
3) (node/link) recovery notification (Section 8.4). Table 23 summarizes the
convergence time and message complexity of these processes. In the process of node label assignment, the CG is explored through Breadth-First
Search (BFS). When a node is visited, it computes its label, which involves
the computation of a shortest path (Algorithm 4). Then, the convergence
time is proportional to DΓ and to the time complexity of the Algorithm 4.
After a node computes its label, it forwards ∆Γ − 1 messages (except the
root node, which sends ∆Γ messages) to continue the exploration.
Regarding the processes of failure and recovery notification, the notified nodes are those
 c  in the neighbourhood of the faulty or recovery node
f given by N(f, 2 ) (see Lemma 8.3.1, Lemma 8.3.2, Lemma 8.4.1 and
Lemma 8.4.2). Then message complexity is proportional to the cardinality
of this neighbourhood. Each notified node decides if update its records
of failures, which involves to execute the algorithm for computing paths
avoiding nodes and links (Algorithm 10). In the worst case, each notified node executes Algorithm 10 once by each failure in the network, i.e.
|Vu | + |Eu |.
10.5

comparison with the state of the art proposals

This section presents a comparison between the WPR and the state of the
art on routing in CGs presented in Chapter 5. First, the path computation
algorithms of the WPR (summarized in Table 20) are compared with the
algorithms introduced in Section 5.1. Then the WPR is compared with the
routing schemes presented in Section 5.2.
Table 24 compares the paths computed by the analyzed algorithms. as it
is shown, all the algorithms compute the shortest path. In addition the SFA
computes the minimal paths, and the PCAACG computes the disjoint paths.
Regarding the algorithms of the WPR, they not only compute the aforementioned paths but also the K-shortest paths. It is important to mention that
a thorough search of the relevant literature did not yield any generic algorithm for computing the K-shortest paths, which is fundamental to design
routing schemes that provide path diversity and fault-tolerance.
Table 25 indicates which of the analyzed algorithms have the best space
and time complexity when working on the families of CG presented in
Table 2. These results are obtained from a comparison of the space and
time complexity of the SFA, the PCAACG (see Table 6 and Table 7) and the
algorithms of WPR (see Table 19 and Table 20). The PCAACG is considered
just in 2D Torus and Hypercube graphs as these are the only abelian CGs
among the evaluated CGs.
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Table 22: Time complexity of the path computation algorithms of the WordProcessing-based Routing on specific families of Cayley graphs.
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Table 23: Complexity measures of the distributed processes used by the WordProcessing-based Routing.
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Table 24: Paths computed by generic algorithms on Cayley graphs.
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From Table 25, the PCAACG has the best space and time complexity in
the cases, where it can be applied. i.e. in the computation of the shortest
path and the disjoint paths on 2D Torus and Hypercube graphs. Regarding
SFA, it can work on all the evaluated families of CGs to compute the shortest path and the minimal paths. In these cases, the SFA has the best space
complexity in three of the six evaluated families of CGs, and reaches the
best time complexity in four of them. Regarding the algorithms of the WPR,
they outperform the space complexity of SFA in Bubble-sort and Transposition graphs; outperform the time complexity in the computation of the
shortest path in Transposition graphs; and outperform the time complexity
in the computation of the minimal paths in Hypercubes and Transposition
graphs. Finally, among the evaluated algorithms, the algorithms of the
WPR are the only ones able to compute the K-shortest paths (Algorithm 5)
and the disjoint paths (Algorithm 9, Algorithm 8) in non-abelian CGs.

SFA
SFA
SFA
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WPR
WPR
WPR

Algorithms
Algorithms
Algorithms

Transposition

Star

SFA

SFA

of the WPR

Algorithms
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Algorithms
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Best space
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Table 25: Generic path computation algorithms with best space and time complexity on specific families of Cayley graphs.
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Based on the objectives and features of routing, which are presented in
Section 1.2.2.2 and Section 1.2.2.1, Table 26 presents a comparison of the
analized routing schemes.The RPS and the GRWMS are deterministic and
do not provide path diversity. However, these routing schemes provide
minimal routing and guarantee packet delivery. The WPR and the RCRR are
fault-tolerant. In addition, the WPR provides minimal routing and guarantees packet delivery, while the RCRR, in contrast, does not. Hence, the WPR
is the most robust routing scheme among the analyzed schemes.
Table 26: Features of generic routing schemes for Cayley graphs.

Routing

Minimal

Path

Fault-

Packet delivery

scheme

routing

diversity

tolerant

is guaranteed

Yes

Yes

WPR
RPS

Yes

RCRR

No

GRWMS

Yes

No
No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Table 27 indicates which of the analyzed routing algorithms have the
best space complexity when working on the families of CGs introduced
in Table 2. These results are obtained from the comparison of the space
complexity of RPS, the RCRR, the GRWMS (see Table 10, Table 11) and the
WPR (see Table 19). Regarding message header, the WPR and GRWMS have
the best space complexity in all the evaluated families of CGs except for
Bubble-sort graphs. On the other hand, the RPS has the best space complexity in four of the six evaluated families of CGs. Turning now to the
routing information per nodes, the RPS has the best space complexity per
node in all the evaluated families of CGs except for 2D Torus. Finally, the
WPR has the best space complexity per node in 2D Torus and Star graphs.
Note that the RCRR is not in Table 27 as it has the highest space complexity.
Regarding the forwarding decision time, the RCRR has the best time complexity in both deterministic and fault-tolerant routing. In contrast, it has
the worst space complexity as it employs full routing tables. As result, its
time complexity is constant in deterministic routing and polylogarithmic
in fault-tolerant routing (see Table 13). The WPR also has polylogarithmic
time in fault-tolerant routing when work on four of the six evaluated families of CGs (see Table 22) and, in contrast to the RCRR, the WPR guarantees
the packet delivery. In deterministic routing, the WPR outperforms the forwarding decision time of the GRWMS.

10.5 comparison with the state of the art proposals

Table 27: Generic routing schemes with best space complexity on specific families
of Cayley graphs.
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CONCLUSIONS

11.1

summary of completed work

This Thesis has addressed the problem of routing in CGs, which can be
classified into generic routing, i.e. that works on several families of CGs,
and routing specialized on a family of CGs. The problem was focused
on generic routing, which involves a major challenge as generic routing
schemes must work on CGs with different topological structure. In addition to routing schemes, path computation algorithms are considered as
routing proposals due to they are a fundamental part of the routing process. After providing an overview of the general problem and the proposed objectives to tackle it, Part I presented an analysis of CGs which is
divided into four chapters. Chapter 2 provided the necessary mathematical tools for analyzing CGs from an approach of Graph Theory and Group
Theory. This latter part puts special emphasis on permutation groups as
they provide an homogeneous representation of CGs to study them.
In Chapter 3, the topological properties of CGs were analyzed in order to
understand how these properties enable high performance and robustness
on communication networks that use CGs as topology. Specifically, it was
shown that: node-transitivity allows the use of the same communication
algorithms in each node; link-connectivity allows load balancing, tolerance
for random link failures; and low average distance enable low latency and
support for a high number of end points. Then, it was presented a analysis
of performance and robustness of six well-known families of CGs that has
been widely used as network topologies. This analysis was employed in
Chapter 5 and Chapter 10 to compare the impact of CGs with different
topological structures on the performance of routing schemes and path
computation algorithms.
Chapter 4 presented a theoretical framework to solve the shortest path
problem in CGs from the point of view of the AGT. This approach consists
in representing CGs as regular languages that are defined by FSAs, and
then word processing techniques are applied on such FSAs to solving the
shortest path problem. The AGT approach was applied in the GRWMS to
propose a deterministic routing scheme that computes the shortest paths.
This dissertation has extended and enhanced the GRWMS At the end of
Part I, Chapter 5 presented the state of the art for generic routing in CGs,
which includes routing schemes and path computation algorithms. This
review provides a complexity analysis of the routing proposals together
with a comparison of them working on six well-known families of CGs.
Through five chapters, Part II introduced the WPR, which is the main
contribution of this research work. Chapter 6 gave an overview of the
WPR. First, it was presented the necessary routing information per node
for the operation of the WPR, which consists of 1) a unique label given by
a word, 2) a routing table given by an alphabet that identifies the output
ports, and 3) an automaton that encodes topological structure of CG and is
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manipulated by the path computation algorithms. Then, it was explained
relation between the features of the WPR and its path computation algorithms. These features of the WPR are: minimal routing, source routing,
hop-by-hop routing, fault-tolerance and path diversity. Finally, it was presented a distributed process for node label assignment together with its
complexity analysis. It is the only configuration process required by the
WPR.
Chapter 7 presented the set of path computation algorithms of the WPR
together with their complexity analysis. These algorithms can be named
according to the paths that compute, as follows: 1) the shortest path, 2) the
minimal paths, 3) the K-shortest paths, 4) the link-disjoint paths, 5) the
node-disjoint paths, and 6) the shortest path avoiding a set of nodes and
links. The shortest path algorithm results from solving the MWP, which
arises from AGT and is equivalent to the shortest problem in CGs. This approach is also applied by the GRWMS, where the MWP is referred but it is no
provided an algorithm to solve it. The algorithms to compute the minimal
paths, the K-shortest paths, and the link/node disjoint paths allows path
diversity. Fault-tolerance is enabled by the algorithm to compute the shortest path avoiding a set of nodes and links. All the algorithms compute
the shortest paths and give as results word(s) representing the computed
path(s). It enables minimal and source routing.
Chapter 8 introduced the mechanism of fault-tolerance, which supports
multiple failures of both nodes and links. In addition, it provides minimal
routing paths in spite of nodes do not keep a global record of failures.
According to this mechanism, every node in the network keeps partial
records of faulty nodes and links. Then, nodes compute routing paths
avoiding the recorded failures. Since a routing path could contain failures
that were not recorded, the fault-tolerant mechanism applies hop-by-hop
routing in mode single-path. This chapter presents the detailed definition
of the following process: failure record, notification of faulty nodes/links,
and notification of recovery node/links. This chapter presented the detailed definition of these processes together with their complexity analysis.
Chapter 9 presented the forwarding protocols of the WPR, which are divided into deterministic and fault-tolerant. Regarding deterministic routing, there were introduced forwarding protocols for single-path and multipath in modes source routing and hop-by-hop routing. Regarding faulttolerant routing, there was presented a forwarding protocol for singlepath in mode hop-by-hop routing. All the forwarding protocols employ
message header whose size is the same as node labels. The forwarding
protocols were presented together with their complexity analysis.
In order to completely validate the WPR, Chapter 10 provided a complexity analysis. It included an evaluation on six well-known families of CGs
and a comparison with the state of the art on routing proposals for CGs,
which is presented in Chapter 5. The results show that the algorithms for
computing disjoint paths outperform the state of the art on generic algorithms. For some families of CG, the algorithms for computing the shortest
path and minimal paths also enhance the state of the art. Regarding to the
WPR it stays competitive with respect to the state of the art.

11.2 review of contributions

11.2

review of contributions

This Thesis has proposed a generic routing scheme for CGs, which led to
develop new strategies of path computation and fault-tolerance in CGs that
contribute to the current state of the art on routing in CGs. Such contributions have been presented and peer-reviewed along different Publications,
and they can be summarized as follows:
An analysis of the topological properties of CG. This Thesis provides
a study of the impact of topological properties of CGs on the performance and robustness of networks that used them as topology
[CITS’18]. It contributed to the performance evaluation of the proposed routing scheme on specific families of CGs.
A theoretical framework to study and solve problems related to path
computation and routing in CGs from an approach of AGT. A fundamental idea of the AGT states that CGs can be represented by regular
languages, which are encoded into FSA. The developed framework
allows to study and solve problems related to routing in CGs by representing CGs as languages and employing techniques of word processing. A first version of this framework was applied to develop a
deterministic single path routing scheme for DCNs whose topologies
could be defined by CGs [TNET’18]. This framework was extended
to face the multi-path problem and was employed to develop new
generic path computation algorithms for CGs [DAM’18].
A set of generic algorithms for path computation in CGs. Employing the
theoretical framework above described, this Thesis has proved that
all the paths in a CG of a SAG can be sequentially computed from the
shortest to the largest one. Following this approach, a set of generic
path computation algorithms were developed [DAM’18]. Specifically,
the proposed algorithms compute: 1) the shortest path, 2) the minimal paths, 3) the paths of bounded length, 4) the K-shortest paths,
5) the disjoint paths, and 6) the shortest path avoiding a set of nodes
and edges. Through a complexity analysis, it was proved that the
algorithms for computing disjoint paths outperform the state of the
art on generic algorithms. For some families of CG, the algorithms
for computing the shortest path and minimal paths also enhance the
state of the art on generic algorithms. Finally, a thorough search of
the relevant literature suggests it was proposed the first generic algorithm for computing K-shortest in CG.
The Word-Processing-based Routing (WPR). It is a generic routing scheme
for CGs that guarantees packet delivery and provides: minimal routing, path diversity and fault-tolerance. As far as this author known,
the WPR if the first generic with these features. The core of the WPR
are the path computation algorithms described above and a novel
mechanism of fault-tolerance, which support multiple failures and
provides minimal routing in spite of nodes do not keep a global
record of failures. Through a space and time complexity analysis, it
was shown that the WPR stays competitive with respect to the state
of the art on generic routing in CGs.
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11.3

future work

There are several future research lines on which this Thesis can be taken
as a base. The future work can be gathered in three main aspects
Designing new network architectures based on CGs and the WPR. It
involves:
• Proposing a formal definition of the WPR as a routing protocol.
• Analyzing CGs that are link-transitive and satisfy the Moore
bound in order to design high performance topologies.
• Evaluate the throughput of CGs under different traffic scenarios.
• Evaluate the robustness of CGs under different failure scenarios.
• Proposing methods for incremental expansion of nodes in CGs.
Deploy the WPR in WSN. It involves to propose network embeddings of
random regular graphs in CGs.
Applying the approach of AGT to design distributed algorithms for CGs
that solve problems different from the routing problem, e.g. clustering, leader election etc.

APPENDIX
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P O RT L A B E L A S S I G N M E N T

From the definition of CG (Definition 2.2.12), edges in every Γ (G, S) represent generators in S. In the process of node label assignment of the WPR
(Section 6.3), ports of each node are required to be label with a letter representing their corresponding generator. This section describes the process
of port label assignment in a distributed way.
This process consists in discovering the cycles in Γ (G, S) corresponding
to each relator in R, and then deriving the corresponding generator of
each link. Recall from Section 2.2.3 that the relators R of a group G = hS, Ri
represent sequences of generators that are equivalent to the identity element. Therefore, relators can be described by words representing cycles in
Γ (G, S). Algorithm 22 presents the steps to carry out the port label assignment in a distributed way. This process consists of the following phases:
1) discovering cycles, 2) reporting cycles, and 3) labelling links.
The phase of discovering cycles begins at an arbitrary node r, which
sends a message DSVR_RELATORS through each of its ports i (see Algorithm 23). These messages are propagated at distance d from r, where
d is half the length of the largest relator. At the end of this phase, messages DSRV_RELATORS will have traversed all the paths beginning at r and
representing each relator. Each of these messages keeps its path history,
which is saved at nodes receiving a message DSRV_RELATORS for the first
time.
The phase of reporting cycles begins at nodes v receiving a message
DSRV_RELATORS by second time. A discovered cycle consists of the path
histories of the first and second messages DSRV_RELATORS that arrive to v.
Each node v sends a message RPT_CYCLE to r, which contains the sequence
of port numbers associated to the discovered cycle.
The phase of labelling nodes begins at node r, when it receives a number
of messages RPT_CYCLE equal to the number of relators (Algorithm 22).
Then, node r must identify each reported cycle to each relator and label its
ports according to this relation. For each relator, node r sends a message
LABEL_PORTS through the port corresponding to such relator. Messages
LABEL_PORTS contain the representations of a relator as a word and as a
sequence of ports. Each message is propagated along the cycle associated
to its relator. Then nodes receiving a message LABEL_PORTS label their ports
according to the relator contained in the message.
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Algorithm 22 Distributed assignment of port labels.
Select an arbitrary node r of V(Γ ).
Node r sets letter ←  and path ← . All other nodes set letter ←
Null and path ← Null.
3: Node r initializes the process to discover relators (Algorithm 23).
4: Every other node reacts to incoming messages as follows:
1:

2:

Upon receiving a message DSVR_RELATORS(depth,
path_history) through its port j do:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

if path_to_r = Null then
path_to_r ← reverse(path_history).
else
relator ← concatente(path_history, path).
index ← |path_history| − 1.
Send out the message RPT_CYCLE(relator, index) through port j.
if |path_history| < depth then
for each port i except for j do
path_history.append(i).
Send out the message DSVR_RELATORS(depth, path_history)
through port i.

Upon receiving a message RPT_CYCLE(relator, index) through its port j
do:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

if index == 0 then
Initialize the process of labelling ports (Algorithm 24).
else
i ← relator[index].
Send out the message RPT_CYCLE(generators, index − 1) through
port i.

Upon receiving a message LABEL_PORTS(relator_port, relator_word, index)
through its port j do:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

6:
7:
8:

Label port j as relator_word[index].
if index < |relator_port| − 1 then
index ← index + 1.
Label port relatoy_port[index] as relator_word[index].
Send out the message LABEL_PORTS(relator_port, relator_word, index, A)
through port relator_port[index].
if there is one port without label then
Label the remaining port i with the remaining letter a ∈ A.
Send out the message LABEL_PORTS([i], [a], 0) through port i.

Algorithm 23 Discovery relators.
Input: A set of words relators_words representing the relators of Γ (G, S).
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

d ← length
 dof
 the largest relator in relators_words.
depth ← 2 .
for each port i do
path_history ← [i].
Send out the message DSVR_RELATORS(depth, i, path_history)
through port i.

port label assignment

Algorithm 24 Label ports.
Input: An tuple of letters (gen1, gen2).
Input: A bijective map φ that assigns each port to a letter in A.
Input: A set of words over A that represents the relators of Γ (G, S) and is
denoted by relators_words.
1: relators_ports ← relators_ports ∪ {relator}.
2: if |relators_words| = |relators_ports| then
3:
Correlate relators_words to relators_ports.
4:
for each correlated pair (relator_port, relator_word) do
5:
Label port relator_port[0] as relator_word[0].
6:
Send out the message LABEL_PORTS(relator_port, relator_word, 1)
through port relator_port[0].
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